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Ribbon cutting officially opens new art studios
By Tamara McKenzie

Fall break
eliminated

By Jonathan Peacock

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

The newly built Betty Foy Sanders Department of
Art, Ceramics and Sculpture studios officially opened its
doors last Thursday, as students, faculty and staff gathered anxiously to observe the ribbon cutting ceremony
for the new structure on Forest and Akins Boulevard.
Art Department Chair Richard Tichich, Acting Dean
of Liberal Arts and Sciences Jeff Buller, and Professor of
Art in ceramics Jane Pleak, all clipped the ribbon, placed
just beyond the studios entrance to mark its opening.
Tichich called the relocation of these studios, "a
vision that slowly became a reality over the past twenty
years."
GSU President Bruce Grube said that "the new ceramics and sculpture studio will give Georgia Southern
art students and faculty a step up to the next level,"
mentioning that the new studios will be the envy of the
state, as it is presently the best "state of the art" student
facility in Georgia.
"It took a lot of talent, commitment and experience
from faculty and students in the art department to see this
building become a reality," Grube said.
As the previous studios were located on the fourth floor
of the Betty Foy Sanders Art Department, Tichich said that
"what drove its movement to another building, aside from a
growth in the art program, was inadequate facilities. It just
did not make sense to have a sculpture program growing on
the fourth floor of the art building, with only a passage
elevator that led to the studios. Sculptures made had to be
small enough to be placed on the elevator, and moving them
around was a problem," Tichich said.
With the construction of the new facilities, space is
not a problem, as the new ceramic and sculpture
studios house some seven different rooms in ceramics,
hand built sculptures, wheel thrown ceramics, and gas
and electric kilns. The sculpture section of the building has large areas for black-smithing, bronze and
aluminum casting, fabrication welding, wood work
and stone carving.
The studio began housing its three-dimensional
design and sculpture classes this fall, while movement of ceramic and sculpture materials from Foy
is still taking place.

Lindsay Wise

A NEW ERA BEGINS: A ribbon cutting ceremony opens the Betty Foy Sanders Department of
Art, Ceramics and Sculpture studios on Thursday.
"Foy had a lot of sentimental value, and it took a while
to break in the new building," Pleak said. "Its huge and
much bigger and better than what I expected."
' Aside from having more space to work, Leslie Neville,
a junior art major, says that she did not expect all the new
equipment made available for the art students.
"Here in ceramics, we have new clay mixtures and
wheels," Neville said. "I am really satisfied with the end
result of the building and that we now have somewhere
spacious to work."
Classes offered in sculpture and ceramics are both at
the undergraduate and graduate levels. According to
Tichich, the construction of these new studios is only the
beginning of a series of advancements in the art depart-

ment.
"We are constantly trying to increase the quality of
the program, and it is projected that over the next few
years, the art department will be making further improvements," Tichich said.
"We will relocate the entire art department to the
Marvin Pittman gym, and our gallery 303, which houses
professional and student art work, will be next to the
gym. Like the ceramic and sculpture studios, the movement of the art department and gallery 303 will give both
students of GSU and the Statesboro community the
opportunity to see contemporary artwork they may not
be able to view elsewhere."

Prairie View A&M tries to cope with tragedy
Knight-Ridder Tribune

PRAIRIE VIEW, Texas — The
roses at Blackshear Stadium told a
different story on Saturday from the
typical routine of sunny skies, students milling about campus and
music blaring from a few cars at
Prairie View A&M University. A
young woman did stretching exercises on the track. At the finish line,
100 meters down the track lay a line
of roses, a reminder of the tragedy
that has pulled together this school
of 6,000 students.
"It's very somber, the campus is

dead," accounting major Zachary
Magoti said. "People are in sorrow.
As a family, we will come together
and stick together. I believe it is the
Lord's will that will pull us through."
On Thursday, four track athletes
were killed when their van rolled
over on Texas Highway 43 near the
Texas-Louisiana border. Delilah
Battle, a 19-year-old freshman track
athlete from UT-Arlington, who was
visiting her brother, was working out
on the track Saturday.
"It hit real close to home," said
Battle, who expressed difficulty about

working out. "When you run track,
it's like everybody is a family. We
are like brothers and sisters. I'll tell
you, if not for the accident they would
be here right now."
Instead, three students died at the
scene of the accident and another
died while being transported to LSU
Hospital. In all, six people were injured, including longtime track coach
Hoover Wright.
"It's never going to be business as
usual," university Vice President Larry
Raab said.'There will be a living
memory of who those young men are.

They are the best of this university."
The campus received some good
news Saturday when three survivors
of the crash were released from the
hospital. David Arterbery of
Waskom, Trenton Harris of
Bloomburg and Lamar Adams of
Vallejo, Calif., were sent home from
Marshall Memorial Hospital. Left is
coach Wright, Rashad Shelton of
Raywood and Lewis Edmonson of
Caldwell. All three are in serious
condition, according to university
officials.
All across the campus, reminders

of this horrible accident are highly
visible. Red ribbons are tied to several trees inside the heart of the campus, all the flags at the university's
entrance are at half-mast. A grocery
store outside the school has a sign
that says, "Panthers. Be strong for
our brothers."
In front of the William "Billy" J.
Nicks Arena, roses, wreaths and
sheets of paper with poems oh it are
positioned in front of the building.In
the late afternoon, mourners were
still coming to the campus to lay
flowers in front.

A proposal to amend the Fall 2000
Calendar and add a fall break was
defeated when the Faculty Senate
met November 30 and December 1.
Students enrolled fall semester will
be expected to attend class between
Labor Day and Thanksgiving holidays with only weekends to rest.
Pam Watkins of the College of
Science and Technology made the
motion to amend the calendar to include a fall break on Monday, October 23 and Tuesday, October 24. Her
proposal included eliminating the
reading day on December 8, moving
the last day of class to December 11,
and pushing final exams to December 12-16. Watkins' schedule change
would have led to an equal number
of week days in school, in order to
keep classes from getting ahead.of
one another.
During the meeting Senate member Michael Mills from the College
of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
asked for students' opinions. SGA
Vice-President for Academic Affairs
Casey Jackson responded.
"We did a survey for the Calendar Committee, a very informal survey, but overall—by a wide majority—the students wanted a fall
break," Jackson said.
In a similar survey over half of
the faculty members who were asked
if they wanted a fall break responded
as students did.
So how did the proposal get defeated? GSU President Bruce Grube
said, "I've heard almost no substantive pedagogical reasoning given to
support the two-day break. Simply a
popularity poll about whether you
are going to take a couple of days off
isn't quite enough for me."
The proposal was then voted on,
and it was rejected by a vote of 1914.
Although GSU included a fall
break in 1998 and 1999, fall
breaks were not a tradition. Prior
to 1998 the university was on the
quarter system and no breaks
were needed because school
started later in the fall. Registrar
Mike Deal said GSU is one of the
few places that have used the fall
break. "Some schools have taken
a whole week off for Thanksgiving, but fall breaks are not a very
prevalent thing," Deal said.

Blind Willie's opens under new ownership SGA Update
By Danielle Otting

By Logan Thomas

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

After being closed last year for failure to
pay state sales taxes, Blind Willie's is back in
business under new ownership.
The new owner, Jennifer Cochran, who is
a GSU student, said she decided to reopen the
bar with the help of her parents because she
used to have a lot of fun at the Old Blind
Willie's and was disappointed when it closed.
Cochran said she thinks the atmosphere is
pretty much the same with the advantage of
being a lot cleaner, having a kitchen and
serving liquor, along with beer.
"We've had a pretty good turn out since
we opened and I think everyone is having a
good time," she said.
Blind Willie's has a variety of things to
entertain their customers. Playing pool is
popular with many who come to hang out.
Along with a dance floor and good music,
there is no other place that Nicole Pinkerton
said she would want to be.
"It a.fun place to hang out," Pinkerton, a
GSU student said.
The George-Anne
(912)681-5246
Williams Center room 2023
P.O. Box 8001
Statesboro, Ga. 30460
stud_pub@gsaix2.cc.gasou.edu

Luke Renfroe

OPEN AGAIN: Blind Willie's plans to offer the same kind of entertainment past
customers would remember.
Blind Willie's opens at 7 p.m. every night
except Sunday. Throughout the week a variety of specials are offered.
Monday is $1 cover with free pool, Tuesday is $1.50 imports, Wednesdays will alter-

nate between Swing Night and the Monopoly
Brothers ( a hip-hop/rap group) and Thursday
you can enjoy 75 cent pitchers.
The bar is located on Old Register Road
next to Legends.

SPORTS 6 ♦ LIFESTYLES 5 ♦

Last week's SGA meeting
announced the tentative theme
for this year's elections calling
it "SGA 2000-step up to the
challenge."
The plan for the elections
would be to have every organization that is interested perform
a two minute step show, cheer,
or skit to promote students to
vote and not to promote a candidate.
The events are tentatively set
to take place under the Rotunda
at Russell Union. SGA hopes
the new theme would increase
voter turnout for the upcoming
election.
The following is a synopsis
of the SGA meeting on February 9, 2000:
• Executive officers will be

traveling to Texas for the Conference On Student Government
Association (COSGA) on February 26. The conference will
have several speakers and other
events as schools from around
the country attend.
• Fund requests for $750
were granted to the dance organization Queens, Alumni Council and the Student Council for
Exceptional Children. The request from the Technology Education Collegiate Association
for the $750 was reduced to
$500.
The Community Service
committee will be holding a
field day at a local elementary
school sometime in April. The
committee will also organize a
basketball tournament during
the after school program at a
local school.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Things To Do at GSU
Ongoing
•Donations are being accepted from any
GSU organization for the United States
Student Fund. Call the SGA office at 6810655 for more information.
•Free Tutoring in several subjects:
English, history, sociology and psychology,
all maths, chemistry, biology, and college
reading/study skills. Each subject has different
hours of operation. Call 681-0321 for more
information.
•RIF Readers are needed at Mattie Lively
Elementary School on February 15 through
17. Call Dana Cork at 764-3793 to volunteer.
•NAACP meets every Monday at 6 p.m.
in the Russell Union Room 2047.
•BSU meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at
401 Chandler Rd. across from Johnson Hall.
BSU also has lunch every Wednesday from
12 to 1 p.m.

Today
•Statesboro-Georgia
Southern
Symphony Masterworks II Concert at 8 p.m.
in the Foy Fine Arts Building.

•The Spanish Club is having a bake sale
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. under the Rotunda to
benefit the victims of the Venezuelan floods.

February 15-23
•Meet the contestants of the Ms. African
American Pageant from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
under the Rotunda.

February 16 &17
•Gamma Phi Eta Fraternity Inc. is
having an information session at 7 p.m. in the
Henderson Library Room 3010.

February 17
•Eagle Cinema presents "The Bachelor"
at 8 p.m. in the Russell Union Theater.
. •Eliminating Major Sentence Errors
by Hubert Pulley at 4 p.m. in the Library
Room 1042.

February 18
•Eagle Cinema presents "The Bachelor"
at 7 and9:30p.m. in the Russell Union Theater.

February 19
•GSU Botanical Garden presents
"Ikebana" at 10 a.m. at the Garden, 1505
Bland Ave.
•Eagle Cinema presents "The Bachelor"

POLICE BEAT

at 7 p.m. in the Russell Union Theater.

February 23
•NAACPpresent the Ms. African
American Pageant at 7 p.m. in the Russell
Union Ballroom. Tickets are $2 in advance and
$3 at the door.

February 24
•Eagle Cinema presents "The Best Man"
at 8 p.m. in the Russell Union Theater.

February 25
•Eagle Cinema presents "The Best Man"
at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in the Russsell Union Theater.

February 26
•The National Multiple Sclerosis Society
- Georgia Chapter is offering a financial
planning workshop for people with MS. NMSS
will present "Money Talk" at 10 a.m. at
Shepherd Center 2020 Peachtree Rd NW, in
Buckhead. There is no charge for the program.
Call 1-800-822-3379 for more information.
•Eagle Cinema presents 'The Best Man"
at 3 and 5:30 p.m. in the Russell Union Theater.

March 1 & 2
•Mr. Esquire Information Session at 7:30
p.m. in the Russell Union Room 2042.

And that means more errors.
"You can be accurate up to apoint,"
said George Francisco, associate dean
of the University of Georgia's College
of Pharmacy. "But after a point, anybody would tend to make more mistakes."
In an investigation into safety and
oversight in the nation's pharmacies,
The Associated Press examined court
records of pharmacy malpractice cases
and conducted interviews with pharmacists, regulators and pharmacy offi-
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NEW
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•An ideal corporate card.

GSU Department of Public Safety
February 11
•Charles Wright, 33,of3815TwinForks
Rd. was charged with DUI, driving on a
suspended license, and stop sign violation.
•A fight was reported at Johnson Hall.

February 10

harassing phone calls.
•A Johnson Hall resident reported
someone let the air out of his tires in the*
Johnson Hall parking lot.
•A Brannen Hall resident reported
receiving harassing phone calls.
•Jennifer Scherer reported her keys' were
taken from the Winburn Hall computer lab.
Editor's Note: Police Beat appears
in every issue of the George-Anne in an*
effort to inform the GSU community of
the amount, nature and location of crime.
All reports are public information and
can be obtained from the GSU Divisiorr
of Public Safety or at the Statesboro
Police Department.

-All Police Beat information is
compiled by Shawntineal Hughes, f
assistant news editor,

•A Cone Hall resident reported receiving

NATIONAL NEWS BRIEF

cials. Because there is no comprehensive database of state disciplinary actions against pharmacists, disciplinary
information for 1998 was gathered
through AP requests for public records,
completed by all 50 states.
In Georgia, records showed whose
licenses had been revoked or suspended
for stealing pills, falsifying prescriptions and having drug addiction problems of their own.
But the problem is not confined to
extreme cases of deliberate law-breaking by pharmacists. More widespread,
experts say, is the pressure put on pharmacists by long hours and aging customers who require more prescriptions.
"We have such a demand for more
pharmacists in Georgia," said Buddy
Harden, vice president of the Georgia
Pharmacy Association. "I'm not sure
we have the pharmacists to cover that.''
The problem is complicated by insurance companies, said John Sherrer,
a Marietta pharmacist who serves on
the state pharmacy board. He said
insurance reimbursements are so low
that pharmacists are forced to work
extra just to stay afloat.
"We're definitely overworked," he
said. "And the pharmacist doesn't get
to spend the time he needs to with the
patient because he's on the phone trying to get an insurance company to OK
a drug."

FORTBENNTNG,Ga.-An unlikely
observer sat in on the training session of
the U.S. Army's School of Americas,
which has been accused by a decade of
demonstrators of training torturers and
death squads.
Charles Liteky has protested against
the school since 1990. He was among
dozens detained and arrested late November during an annual protest, which
attracted several thousanddemonstrators.
But Liteky was allowed to attend a
human tights discussion Friday - in a
place where he has been officially barred
- after telephoning the school once he
heard the event was being planned.
Liteky, who faces a trial next month
and possibly up to a year in prison if
convictedfortrespassingonFortBenning,
said he received a phone call Friday from
the post commander, Maj. Gen. John Le
Moyne, who asked Liteky to give his
word that he would not cause a disturbance during the discussion. He gave that
promise.
The human rights gathering offered a
look at the controversial war in Vietnam.
ThepaneldiscussionFridayculminateda
week of lectures and training on the subject
Among the panelists were Hugh Thompson andLarryColbum,formerArmy
helicopter crewmen who talked about the
tragedy that occurred inMy Lai onMarch
16,1968.
On that day, Thompson landed a helicopter between American soldiers and a
terrified group of villagers. He then

T
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•Patrick Afeku, 18,of 3203 Cloverhurst
Dr., East Point, Ga., was charged with
loitering/disorderly conduct.
•James Abraham, 18, of 1212 Blount
Ave., Augusta, Ga„ was charged with
loitering/disorderly conduct.
•Demetria Harris, 18, of 2210 Mosley
St., Savannah, Ga., was charged with
loitering and underage possession of
alcohol.
•Kevin Thomas, 19, of 4521 Kings
Point, was charged with loitering/

This Week's Weather
Tuesday
Today

WHY DO SOME AMERICANS
7

|

February 11

The Associated Press

Pharmacists in Ga. working long hours
ATLANTA, Ga. - New pharmacies are popping up in grocery stores
and strip malls around Georgia every
week. And Georgians, like the rest of
the country, are using more prescription drugs than ever - about double
what was used just a decade ago.
The number of pharmacists, however, has not kept pace. Many pharmacists are working 60-hour weeks or
passing on more work to less-experienced technicians.

•Shana Bodie, 22, of 105 Hawthorne
Rd., was charged with driving on suspended
license and obedience to traffic control
device.
•David Hatch, of Maderia Ct., reported
criminal trespass.

disorderly conduct.
•Jamar Durden, 19, of 2251 Johnson
Hall, was charged with loitering.
•Margaret Joyner, 19, of 315 Pine St.,
Bloomingdale, Ga., was charged with
disorderly conduct.
•Lawrence Dessommes, of Mpbley Dr.,
reported forgery.
•Kavena Artis, of Stadium Club Apts.,
reported criminal trespass and simple
battery.
•An employee at Dingus Magees
reported counterfeit money.

School of Americas class dwells on human rights

GEORGIA NEWS BRIEF
The Associated Press

Statesboro Police Department
February 12
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ordered his gunner - Colburn - to fire on
U.S. troops ifthey resumed their attack on
the village.
The soldiers backed down.
The audience listened intently to
Thompson's story of the massacre at My
Lai, where as many as 500 people, some
with their tongues cut out, were killed,
raped and sodomized with bayonets.
'These people had their hands in the
air. They had no weapons and they were
begging for their lives," said Thompson,
56, who works with the Louisiana Department of Veterans in Broussard, La.
"They were marched down to a ditch,
then machine guns were set up and (the
U.S. soldiers) fired down into the ditch.
That's not war, that's murder."
Colburn, 50, who sells orthopedic
rehabilitation equipment in Atlanta, said
he was prepared to fire on the Americans.
"Thank God I didn't have to," said
Colburn, who returned to Vietnam two
years ago with Thompson for a' '60 Minutes" television segment, meeting those
they saved.
Thompson and Colburn, the star attractions at the discussion, received standing ovations. But the diverse panel included others:
- Army Capt. Larry Rockwood of San
Diego, who was court-martialed and convicted of conduct unbecoming an officer
in 1995 after blowing the whistle on his
commander in Haiti. He charged that the
U.S. military waited much too long - 90
days - to account for political prisoners
inside the island-nation's National Penitentiary. Rockwood hopes the U.S. Su-

preme Court will hear his appeal this year..
- Francois Senechaud, who is stationed in Guatemala as a director with the
IntemationalCommitteeoftheRedCross.
- Bob Doran of Boone, Iowa, who*
served as a war crimes trial observer
following World War E The trial was
held to try Japanese soldiers who tor*
tared, murdered and cannibalized American prisoners of war on the Pacific island
of Chichi Jima, adjacent to Iwo Jima. g
- Maj. William Albarroncin, who
battles drug traffickers in Bolivia, said
through an interpreter that he would use
the My Lai episode in his own humarr
rights training back home.
After listening to the various panelists, Liteky, a 69-year-old Vietnam vef£
eran, came away impressed with the
school's human rights discussion. But he
still has his doubts.
g
"If it bears fruit at all, it will happen
when these fellows go back and one of
these individuals happen to be present
when an atrocity is taking place," saia
Liteky. "It's very difficult for any soldier
to stand up like Hugh did against his
superiors and risk one's career."
- Maj. Tony Raimondo, judge advocate for the school and its principal human
rights instructor, didn't deny that antit
SOA protests have had some impact on
the institution.
"Isn't it good to have a military edu>
cational institution acting responsibly by
being responsive to constructive criticism from opponents?" said Raimondo.
"I think that's a good, positive thing..This
is what democracy is all about."

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
BRIEF

] \

E.U. reaction may i
have boosted Haider

The Associated Press

VIENNA, Austria - International measures to punish Austria for handing power
to a far-right party may have backfired,
giving an unwitting boost to the party's
leader andthreateningthe European Union's
ability to conduct business as usual.
Instead of weakening Freedom Party
leader Joerg Haider, who holds no official
government post the furor has undermined
support for the country's moderate chancellor, Wolfgang Schuessel, whose presence at the topoffersacounterbalance to the
right-wing party.
Surveys show Schuessel's popularity
with the Austrian electorate has suffered

0

morethanHaider's. As the head of government, Schuessel will likely take the flack
when the new administration tries to push
through budget-cutting measures includ*
ing cutbacks in the civil service and increases in the retirement age.
The new coalition led by Haider, gov|
emorof Carinthiaprovince, and Schuessel,
head of the moderate Austrian People's
Party, took office Feb. 4. Since then, the 14
other EU members suspended high-level
diplomatic contacts with Vienna to show
theirrevulsionoverHaider'sFreedomParty.
The outrage stemmed from Haider's
opposition to immigration and rapid EU
expansion, as well as previous statements
praising Waffen SS veterans and lauding
Adolf Hitler's "orderly" employment program.
Many Austrians, including those wh$
oppose the Freedom Party, do not consider
Haider a neo-Nazi. Instead, his critics
dismiss him abrash opportunist andrabble^
rouser.His supporters say his only crime has
been to challenge the clubby Austrian pc*
Meal establishment, which they say is
more anxious to reach out to Eastern
Europe's former communist countries than
to address the concerns of ordinary Austrians fearful of losing jobs in a world of
economic globalization and EU expansion.
*
Many Austrians, therefore, consider
the international reaction to be exaggerated. According to a survey of 500 AustriJ
ans published Saturday in the newspaper
Die Presse, 73 percent oppose diplomatic
measures against their country.
j
The survey, which gave no margin of
error, found that the opposition cuts across
party lines. Among voters who support thecenter-left Social Democratic Party, which
headed theprevious coalition andis strongly
anti-Haider, 64 percent opposed measures
to isolate Austria.
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Radio station pulls plug on
marry-a-stranger promo

ONLY IN AMERICA...
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Oregon

Spilled eels coat
roadway
The Associated Press

COOS BAY— Two barrels
of live eels fell off a truck, making a mess in downtown Coos
Bay on Wednesday evening.
"They covered about 50 feet of
roadway," said Coos Bay police
dispatcher Daphne Layton. Fortunately, the road wasn't busy,
she said.
The eels were about a foot in
length, "and they didn't smell
very good," she said. It wasn't
known what kind of eels they
were, or where they'd been
caught, but she said they were
bound for a processing plant and
shipping overseas.
It took the truck driver and
officers more than an hour to get
them back into the barrels.
"It was my first eel call,"
Layton said. "Actually, I think
it was everybody' s first eel call."

Two police officers found the
rusty-brown, 280-pound porker
walking along the side of the road. A
woman had called police and said
she saw the pig dive out of a truck full
of other swine.
The pig, named Valentine by staff
at the Basking Ridge Animal Hospital, is an 8-month-old neutered Duroc,
which can grow to more than 500
pounds. He dined on apples, bagels,
muffins and dog food Wednesday
while hospital officials tried to find
him a home.
By Thursday, a children's petting
zoo in Newton had come forward to
offer to take him in. No farmer had
come forward to demand his pig back,
said the hospital's office manager,
Debbie Herot.
Barbara Barker, secretary to the
North American Potbellied Pig Association, said farm pigs like the
Duroc are also kept as pets and have
a high level intelligence.
"Oh, absolutely that pig knew he
was going to the slaughterhouse,"
Barker said. "He probably busted out
of the truck. No question. He's probably only sorry he couldn't get the
rest of them busted out."

^P New Jersey

mM Washington

Pig, on way to
slaughter, jumps
out of moving truck

Employees relieve
tension by popping
off spuds

The Associated Press

The Associated Press

BERNARDS TOWNSHIP—
This swine had one huge survival
instinct.
A pig on his way to slaughter
leapt out of a moving truck on a
country road Tuesday, covering
himself with bloody scrapes but
escaping the butcher's cleaver.
"We don't want him to go to the
slaughterhouse," said Erno Hollo,
the veterinarian who treated the
pig. "He's too cute for that."

SEATTLE— A gun is pointed at
a co-worker. A hand squeezes.
Pop!
A pellet of raw potato whizzes
and bounces off the target's blouse.
The pellet is about the diameter of a
grease-pencil lead - and, thankfully,
leaves less obvious stains.
The potato gun is standard issue
at Parker LePla, a Seattle company
that does copywriting, brand development and public relations. It's an

The Associated Press

intense business, with lots of deadlines. Now that a third of its clients
are dot-coms, the deadlines are even
worse than before.
Every once in a while, you just have
to pop off a round. At Parker LePla,
they do it with the plastic pistol, bought
for $2.95 each at Archie McPhee. Just
poke the barrel end into a handy tuber
"more than 300 shots from one potato"
aim, and fire.
Pop! pop! pop!
The employees are showing off.
Chaos reigns. Potato cores litter the
concrete floor.
"Believe it or not, we work hard,"
co-owner Joe LePla says. He doesn't
look as if he works hard: He is not
wearinganecktie."Ourclients started
telling us not to wear them," he says.
"It hurts our credibility."
What clients are these? The dotcoms. Dot-com entrepreneurs don't
expect creative people to come
throttled with neckties. Of course,
some clients expect that.
"We've been known to keep another set of clothes in the closet,"
says Lisa Samuelson, director.
They do have their serious side.
LePla, 44, and partner Lynn Parker,

43, have written a 300-page book,
"Integrated Branding: Becoming
Brand-Driven
Through
Companywide Action" (Quorum
Books, 1999). It is full of serious
things.
Pop!
Recruitment is a serious thing in
such a company. Sort of. One of
this company's most recent hires,
Josh Cooley, 24, was a meter reader
for Puget Sound Energy. He came
to the office "in my uniform, and
everything," to check on its consumption of natural gas. He asked
what they did there. When they
said, "marketing communications,"
he asked them if they were hiring;
he had been a communications
major at Central Washington University.
They took him on as an intern,
and recently made him permanent.
He explained this, and went back
to the starch wars.
Pop!
The main office of Parker LePla is
one big room a space that used to be a
testing laboratory. When they took it
over, they keptthemetal desks, andnow
buy them from a lab-supply company.

RICHMOND, Va.— Paula Anthony was getting nervous. Come
Monday, she realized, she might
just find herself legally married
to a total stranger.
Thinking it was too bizarre to
be true, she entered a contest in
which radio station WMXB would
pick the names of two strangers
out of a hat, marry them on the
spot - on Valentine's Day - then
whisk them off to Las Vegas for a
five-night honeymoon.
"I thought the whole thing
originally was a mock ceremony,"
she said. "And all of a sudden the
words 'legally binding' came into
it, and I was like, gulp."
She need not worry anymore.
If she wins the trip to Las Vegas,
it still will be with a stranger but
no other strings attached.
The station this week decided
to dump the marriage part of the
contest after realizing it couldn't
get around a problem that had
legal liability written all over it:
what if one party wanted to stay,
married, and the other did not?
The station already had lined
up a magistrate, worked out prenuptial agreements and even made
sure an annulment could be arranged if the two parties decided
they didn't want to stay together
till death did they part.
Henrico County, where the
ceremony would have taken
place, has no waiting period and
doesn't require a blood test for
marriage licenses.
"What we didn't consider is if
one was alone ... and didn't want
a divorce," said the station's pro-

gram director and morning host,
who gave his name only as
Bender.
The drawing will continue for
the few dozen or so people who
qualified for it, but the prize now
is just a trip to Las Vegas, accompanied by a radio station chaperone. The nuptials are strictly optional.
Before WMXB canceled the
marriage portion, 25 women and
13 men had qualified for the drawing, all volunteers. There was no
screening, and the only qualification for entry was to be over 21
years old and be caller No. 10
when the time came.
Unlike Anthony, most presumably understood the station was
serious.
"It was mostly women in their
late 30s saying, 'I'll give it a
shot,"' Bender said.
Bender says he's not giving
up.
"Everybody had separate
rooms in Vegas, and they still
do," Bender said. "It's just the
detail of the marital bliss we're
leaving out. But don't count us
out for next year."
Earlier this month, a German
radio station pulled off a similar
promotion. The station, 94.3 r.s. 2
der Superstation, arranged a contest to find the most compatible
and most popular couple with listeners. The winners were whittled
down from a list of 500 applicants,
and the winning couple did not meet
until the day of the wedding, Feb. 1
in Las Vegas, where the station
flew them for the ceremony and
honeymoon.

Happy Valentine's Day from
The George-Anne

WEIRD THINGS
DON'T ALWAYS
HAPPEN IN THE U.S.

Philippines
Jaywalkers given odd punishment
MANILA — Traffic officials in a traffic-congested Philippine city
have come up with an embarrassing punishment for jaywalkers: making
them sing the national anthem in public.
Officials began carrying out the unique punishment in Kalookan city
last Friday, when they caught about 150 jaywalkers in a traffic-prone
commercial district, traffic enforcer Genalyn Cabido said Tuesday.
A city ordinance either requires jaywalkers to sing or pay a 50-peso
($1.25) fine. Many opt to sing because they don't have money for the
fine, she said.
'There are many hard-headed ones who don't follow the rules," said
Cabido as she herded several jaywalkers into line on a sidewalk for an
impromptu rendition.
Most of the jaywalkers bowed their heads and one covered her face
with a red notebook as they sang. Some apparently did not know the
lyrics and mumbled just the lines they are familiar with.

Scissors in hand, local man
sets out to rid paper of errors
The Associated Press

CARLSBAD, N.M.— Every day
' for the last eight years, except Moni days, Steve Offner has engaged in a
ritual of sorts at the end of his couch
! next to an end table.
Six mornings a week around 5:45
t a.m., Offner arms himself with a large
glass of chocolate Ovaltine, a pair of
scissors, a plain white envelope, a
pen to write the day's date and the
■ Current-Argus newspaper.
What is he doing? He's on a mission to rid his personal newspaper of
grammatical errors and obvious mis1
spellings. Once these mistakes are
i out of sight and out of mind, Offner
goes about his day.
For reasons even he can't ex1
plain, these blunders appear larger
i than the normal newsprint and jump
^off the page at him. They somehow
tunnel his vision and block his concentration until he cuts them away.
"First, I scan the paper to see
what looks interesting to read,"
Offner said. "Somehow when I'm
reading, the spelling and grammar
errors tend to jump out at me."
This obsession of sorts began one
day in 1991 as he prepared to read his
favorite columnist Mike Royko. That
day, the misspelling of Royko's name
as "Royco" jumped off the page at him.
To Offner, that was the most "obvious blatant error." As far as he's

concerned, misspelling a name is the
ultimate spelling crime. That put him
over the edge.
"A short time later, I started scanning the paper every day for mistakes and a few weeks later I started
cutting them out," Offner said.
He said he's given a great deal of
thought as to why he continues to do
this and has even contemplated stopping. However, his morning ritual is
now so ingrained that it's part of his
daily routine - like combing his hair
and brushing his teeth.
The real work begins during the first
half of January, when Offner dedicates
the better part of one day to compiling and
arranging headline bloopers as chronologically as possible to be framed. Once
everything is in place, Offner, 46, pastes
them onto a board.
Then he photocopies the "Year in
Review" headline from January's regular feature of the year's notable news.
That's used as the board's centerpiece
with Offher's signature. When the presentation is complete, he gives it to the
current publisher and managing editor
of the Current-Argus.
Publisher Sammy Lopez greeted
Offner with a smile and thanked him
for his efforts. In show of appreciation, Lopez presented Offner with a
little magnifying glass from a Cracker
Jack box so he could find smaller
errors, Offner said with a smile.

What to wear when you're
planning on safe sex.
Nothing beats being married and faithful to take the scare out of having safe sex. Not to
mention the anxiety of rejection and heartache when a relationship built on sex Ms.
Truly safe sex needs more than a condom to protect it. For a free article on love, sex,
and relationships, call or email us and ask for "Sex and the Search for Intimacy.''
Courtesy of the Christian Faculty and Staff Forum
Dr. Norman Schmidt, Director
normans6tosou.edu
681-5043
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President Grube: Give us a break!
The Faculty Senate has decided, by a vote of 19-14, not to
| reinstate the fall break into the 2000-2001 academic calender.
The question we are left asking is: Why?

Our Opinion
i)

The fall break was a stunning success last year, allowing
students to catch up on overwhelming class loads and take a break
from the fast-paced world of academia. Instead of going from
Labor Day to Thanksgiving with only weekends off, the students
were given a small respite from the stress of pursuing a college
.degree.
Faculty members, not just students, seem to be generally in
favor of the fall break as well. Citing improved class work, some

faculty senators are quoted as saying they found their students
more responsive after taking some time off.
Informal polls taken by SGA and the faculty senators within
their own departments revealed that the vast majority of students
and faculty are in favor of a fall break.
While we understand the need for administrators to make
tough decisions for us, we believe this issue is one that should be
decided by the masses and not just President Grube and the
members of the faculty senate. We aren't talking about a
popularity poll here, we're talking about improving student
performance in the classroom, ensuring that the students and
faculty don't get burned out and keeping in place a policy that was
heralded as a huge success just last year.
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What kind of relationship shoes do you wear?
•Are you waiting for your shoes to stretch • Or do you get a new pair of shoes when
out and fit so they will be comfortable?
you realize that the pair you have doesn't fit?
It really amazes me how clever children can be at child, an eight-year-old boy suffering from
times. Have you ever had a child offer you a piece of ADD, the son of a single
advice or a tidbit of knowledge that leaves you at a loss working-all-the-time
for words, leaves you pondering at how such a small and , mother and of an irrespon./■inexperienced being could fathom such truth and in- sible, wandering father,
sight?
and he was giving me
Well, I have advice about my marbut only once riage, telling me through
that I can recall, his simile to not give
or rather I up, to just walk a little
should say only more down the road,
once that was and I will see that
special enough life is easier, more
to never forget. comfortable like his
|
My encounter old pair of sneak3with this child prodigy (actually the term does not de- ers.
scribe him in general, but he was for a brief moment) too
The awe of
2 place this past summer shortly after my wedding.
Patrick's con-.
I was in the car with my sister and her two children, templation lies in
and I was a blabbering mess, going on and on about some the fact that he did not
petty little problem I was having with my new husband. gather it from experience, for his
My sister was patiently listening and attempting to life is constantly becoming more and
- calm me with her advice which I was not taking heed of more difficult as he grows older, but rather
.nor was I planning to.
he gathered it from his anticipation of a better life to
£ Why do we seek advice from people in times of come; he has hope still, though in his situation I would
desperation but never actually accept or follow it? I think probably feel cheated and would possess little hope if
we all know what we want to do in a certain situation, but any.
"if
our desire is a little extreme or abnormal, we just want
But I think Patrick is right in a way. The more we deal
T
-someone to help us justify that desire, and if they are or work with a new situation, a new person, or a new pair
-unwilling to do so, then we move on to someone who will of shoes, the more comfortable those things become, and
~~or to someone who is easier to convince that our decision then one day we find it almost impossible to discard that
is the right one.
old pair of sneakers because they are the best damn shoes
So anyway I was rambling on, as I am doing now, to in the closet.
^-my sister about my new marriage and the problems we
And this analogy would be perfectly acceptable if
-, were facing and not even paying any mind whatsoever to only I could ignore the stark reality that old sneakers
-my two nephews in the backseat. They are just kids, eventually become infested with holes and dirt and
right?
broken shoe strings and then are no longer capable of
They were absorbed in their own little thoughts, not doing their job, and I do not even like sneakers that much,
•.listening to my adult problems, and even if they were and I always look back to my old shoes in bewilderment
- they could not possibly understand. Or so I thought.
at how I could have bought such a pitiful excuse for a
In a time of silence, a brief pause on my part, Patrick, shoe - UGH! I actually wore those?
the eldest of the two, leaned his chubby, freckled and
My God! Why didn't someone tell me those shoes
glassed face towards the front seat and looked at me with were that bad? My friends actually let me walk around
\this serious expression on his face, and hr so matter-of- with those things on my feet?
- factly stated: "You know, Laura, marriage is like a new
And let's face it - we all eventually have to buy a new
[ pair of shoes. When I first got these shoes," he lifted his pair of shoes, but hey, I guess this actually does describe
leg to show me the object of comparison, "they hurt my marriage these days, huh?
J "feet real bad, but now they don't hurt anymore because I
So for all of those with plans to marry, I give you a
"have worn them so much."
question: Are you ready to adjust to a new pair of shoes,
My sister and I just stared at each other in amazement, or do you kinda like the ones you are wearing now?
I and then we started to laugh, and my laughter suddenly
As for me, I'm walking a little easier each day. I just
became confused with tears. I was so touched by this hope my new shoes last forever.

My fellow columnist has hit
upon a great analogy when she
say s that relationships are like
shoes that have to be "broken in" before they really get comfortable.
Most people will
buy into that
wholeheartedly.
Something inside me,
though, says no. Not
that I don't like the analogy, because I do. Relationships are like shoes
— I just don't know that I
want those particular
shoes.
I was a teenager
when I got married, and
I put on some shoes I had
never worn before and really knew nothing about. In
some ways I got
them sight unseen, and now I
had to wear them for the rest of my life. Yeah, I know,
you're thinking, "Hey Dumbo — why did you decide to
put those shoes on in the first place?" At nineteen you
don[t 'always think about such details, at least I didn't.
Anyway, they were mine now, and so I wore those shoes
— every day, every week, for years and years.
But what do you do when your shoes never get
comfortable? I think I put on a pair of "relationship
shoes" that simply didn't fit, and I tried for years to make
them fit and feel comfortable. I stuffed them with whatever I thought would work — like commitment, loyalty,
hard work, integrity, etc. — only to find that those things
just didn't fill up the missing space. So I just kept
flopping around in those shoes that didn't fit.
Then I thought that maybe I was looking for the
wrong things to fill them, so I turned to outward things
that I could do to make them fit better — like music,
literature, writing, graduate school, teaching, etc. —but
after several years of all that, I found that I was still
flopping around in shoes that didn't fit.
Then I hit upon the ultimate solution: I needed another person to fill that space. No, I wasn't thinking about
an affair or divorce — I was thinking about a child. So I
got one and began to devote myself to that child —
getting her dressed every morning, off to nursery school,
doctor appointments, grocery shopping, playground duty,
circuses, Disney movies, etc.
And that went on for years, and was very fulfilling in
many ways, but it never filled that missing space in those

shoes.
So I just kept flopping around until one day I took a
good look at those shoes and realized they were never
going to fit me because I couldn't put into them the one
ingredient necessary to make
them fit — love for my mate. I
had tried to make them fit by
using everything I could find and
think of but the one thing necessary
and that I simply couldn't seem to
generate — it had always been
missing in the relationship, and
then I realized that no matter PROFESSOR X
what I did for the rest of my
life, I could never make those
shoes fit right because of that missing ingredient.
So I took them off one day and decided never to wear
those shoes again, which was really frightening because
they had been my shoes for so many years, and I wasn't
sure I would even know how to walk again without those
floppy shoes going everywhere with me.
But I found that I could walk without them. No, I don't
like being barefoot either, and that is where I am now and
have been for some time, so some might say, and maybe
they are right, and my colleague may be right, that over
time floppy shoes may feel OK after all, and old shoes
and worn shoes and even that don't fit well enough might
be better than having no shoes at all, and maybe we
should never expect to have shoes that don't require
wearing in and getting worn because that is how they
become comfortable and fit our situations in a way that
we deserve, and to think that they shouldn't be that way
is to look for something that simply doesn't exist.
Maybe. Maybe when I took those shoes off and
decided not to wear them anymore I was dooming myself
to being barefoot the reset of my life, because maybe
those were the shoes I was destined to wear, whether they
fit right or not.
Maybe it was my fault to begin with for being dumb
enough to put on shoes that didn' t fit. And who am I to say
that I should have shoes that fit anyway? But for some
reason I do say that, and I can't, or maybe I just don't
want to, admit that I blew it and threw away the only
"relationship shoes" I will ever wear. But somehow I
can't accept that either.
So if relationships are like shoes, then call me a
hopeless romantic, classify me with Cinderella if you
like, but I want a shoe that's just right for me, one that no
matter how much I wear it or how long, it will never wear
out, it will always look like new. I want a shoe that I will
never grow tired of. Damn it — I want a shoes' that fits.
Professor Xcan be reachedatprofxgsu@yahoo.com.

LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and
guest columns from people both inside and outside the GSU community. All
copy submitted should be typed (double-spaced, please), preferably on
Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works format. All submissions
must be signed and include a mailing address and phone number for
verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any submission. There is
no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to remain anonymous.
However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not to print the name.
Submissions are run on a space-available basis.
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Company sues to get out of'Millionaire'contract 'Peanuts' creator Schulz dies at 77
The Associated Press
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NEW YORK -- The company that insures ABC's hit
game show, "Who Wants to Be a Millionaire," is suing
to get out of its contract because it claims the questions
are too easy and they're at risk of paying out too much
prize money.
ABC says viewers shouldn't worry about the legal
fight; they're planning no changes to the show.
The London-based insurance underwriters Goshawk
Syndicate filed suit in Britain's High Court of Justice on
Jan. 24 against Buena Vista Entertainment, Inc., the
show's producers, to end its contract.
In essence, Goshawk said it needed assurances that
"Who Wants to Be a Millionaire" would ask harder
questions and select dumber contestants.
"Millionaire" has been the television sensation of the
year, frequently pulling in 30 million viewers a night and
propelling ABC to the top of the ratings. Host Regis
Philbin's question "Is that your final answer?" has
become a national catchphrase.
Other television networks have quickly tried to imitate "Millionaire," to mixed success.
Under its contract, Goshawk is required to pay out
prize money to contestants who win $500,000 or more on
the show. There's a deductible of $1.5 million before
Goshawk is required to pay and a ceiling of $5 million.
That means, for example, Goshawk would only be
required to pay prizes to five winners of $1 million.
Reached in London on Thursday, a spokeswoman for
Goshawk refused to comment.
"Unquestionably, the integrity of the show is above
reproach and nobody is claiming otherwise," ABC spokeswoman Julie Hoover said. "This is simply a dispute in which
the company providing insurance is trying to get out of
coverage on the basis of a conversation it had with a broker.
, Two "Millionaire" contestants, an Internal Revenue
Service agent from Connecticut and a Miami attorney,
correctly answered 15 questions and won $1 million. By

contrast, no player on the original British version of the
game show has ever won the big prize.
Through 51 shows, there have also been three $500,000
winners.
"Millionaire" has given out a total of $9,314,000 in
prize money since it has been on the air, according to
ABC.
The multiple-choice questions are frequently easy in the
early rounds. One contestant was asked which condiment is
also known as a Latin dance, correctly choosing salsa over
the other options: mustard, mayonnaise and relish.
They get harder as the stakes grow higher. The first
million-dollar winner won by correctly identifying the
U.S. president to appear on the television show, "LaughIn" (Richard Nixon). The second had to know the distance between the Earth and the sun (93 million miles).
Simply getting on the show can actually be harder
than winning big money: it requires potential contestants
to successfully navigate a three-tier elimination process
where they are judged on speed and accuracy.
In the lawsuit, Goshawk said it needed "significant
changes in the level of control" to "reduce the unacceptable level of losses." Specifically, the syndicate asked for
changes in the method of contestant selection and the
degree of difficulty of the questions.
Since no changes were made since it first asked for
them in late December, Goshawk said that "substantial
losses under the insurance are expected."
Hoover was not sure what the next step in the case
would be.
Even if the show's producers were to lose the insurance, it wasn't likely to affect ABC's commitment to the
series. It now airs three nights a week, and gives ABC
bragging rights as the No. 1 network with the substantial
advertising revenue that comes with it.
In fact, ABC announced on Thursday that it was airing
three more special editions of "Who Wants to Be a
Millionaire" during the February ratings "sweeps."

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO 'Peanuts" creator Charles M.
SchulzdiedonSaturday,tuming his farewell note in Sunday papers into an epitaph for
both a comic strip and its cn>
ator.
Schulz was 77, and died
in his sleep at about 9:45 p.m
at his home in Santa Rosa,
said his son, Craig Schulz.
He was diagnosed with
colon cancer and suffered a
series of small strokes during
emergency abdominal surgery in November 1999, and
announced his retirement a
few weeks afterward.
His wildlypopular "Peanuts" made its debut on Oct.
2,1950. The travails of the
"little round-headed kid"
and his pals eventually ran
in more than 2,600 newspapers, reaching millions of readers in 75
countries.
His last strip, appearing in Feb. 13
Sunday editions, showed Snoopy at his
typewriter and other Peanuts regulars
along with a "Dear Friends" letter thanking his readers for their support.
"I have been grateful over the years
for the loyalty of our editors and the
wonderful support and love expressed to

of "Peanuts" was its constancy.
The long-suffering
Charlie Brown still faced
misfortune with a mild,
"Goodgrief!".Tart-tongued
Lucy still handed out advice at a nickel apop, ajoke
that started as a parody of a
lemonade stand. And
Snoopy, Charlie Brown's
wise-but-weird beagle, still
took the occasional flight of
fancy back to the skies of
World War I and his rivalry
with the Red Baron.
Schulz was bom in St
Paul, Minn., on Nov. 26,
1922, and studied art after
he saw a "Do you like to
draw?" ad.
'Peanuts,"hadremained
an intensely personal effort
throughout Schulz'slife.He
www.peanutscollectorclub.com
had had a clause in his conme by fans of the comic strip," Schulz tract dictating the strip had to end with his
death. While battling cancer, he opted to
wrote.
"CharlieBrown,Snoopy,Linus,Lucy retire it right then, saying he wanted to
focus onhis health andfamily without the
... how can I ever forget them..."
worry of a daily deadline.
It ended with his signature.
'Why do musicians compose symOver the years, the Peanuts gang became a part of American popular culture, phonies and poets write poems?'' he once
delivering gentle humor spiked with a said. 'They do it because life wouldn't
have any meaning for them if they didn't
child' s-eye view of human foibles.
One of the most endearing qualities That's why I draw cartoons. It's my life."
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GSU baseball's home opener spolied
by ninth ranked Georgia Tech
By Edmund Coley
Staff Writer

GSU's openerwasspoiledthisweek• end byGeorgiaTechas they lost 15-3 last
f Saturday afternoon and 7-6 yesterday.
The Eagles committed six errors in
the Sunday match-up to fall one run shy
of the ninth ranked Yellow Jackets (2-0).
"If we play our best [defensively], we
i win," said first year head coach Rodney
, Hennon.' tfottaldnganytlimgfromTech,
...but when make six errors, you don't
deserve to win."
In a tie ballgame, the Eagles, (0-2),
j surrendered three go-ahead runs to Georgia Tech in the top of the ninth inning to
• make the score 74.

JuniorDustinLangley'sshotoffJacket
pitcher Andy Mitchell brought in Matt
Easterday, while freshman Brendan
Gilligan batted in Scott Henley who
doubled earlier to bring GSU to within
one run of Georgia Tech.
'Iwas proud," saidHennon. "I thought
they battled and really competed.. .but we
can't be satisfied."
Junior Bill Stewart pitched four and 2/
3 innings giving up four runs, in which
only two were earned, to receive a nodecision in his first start of the season.
Senior Phillip Roland, who came in relief
of Stewart, retired lOofhislast 12batters
before giving up the three runs in the top
of the ninth to collect the loss for GSU.

Tech's relief pitcher Kevin Cameron
got his first win of the year while Andy
Mitchell recorded his first save.
"Wepitchedwelltoday,"saidHennon
about Sunday's loss. "Bill (Stewart)
pitched out of some jams early [in the
game]."
Eagle freshman Carlos Love began
his season on a good note going 2 for 2 in
his first two at-bats of the young season,
singling on Saturday and hitting a double
yesterday.
The Eagles will travel to Jacksonville,
Fla. f or a one game series on Wednesday
before they come home to play BefhuneCookmanin aweekend series onFeb. 19
and 20.

Luke Renfroe

MAKING CONTACT: Despite a solid performance on Sunday, GSU lost a close game to the
Yellow Jackets 7-6. On Saturday GSU lost 15-3 against the ninth best team in the nation.

Softball loses four
straight over weekend
By Ryan Hemenway
Staff Writer

The GSU Softball team headed into
the weekend with high expectations but
came away with heartbreak. The Eagle
softball team's 12 game home winning
streak came to an end in the home
opener for the 2000 season, suffering a
7-1 loss to in-state rival Georgia Tech in
nine innings.
GSU scored early in the opener as
sophomore Kelly Blazi put GSU on the
board with a double off Tech starter
Jamie Smith to score junior Shannon
Hoobin to give GSU a 1-0 lead in the
second inning. The Lady Jackets struck
back to tie the game in the sixth, and
neither team could push across a run in
the seventh. The Eagles headed to extra
innings for the second time this season,
having previously defeated FAMU 64
in 11 innings. However, this time GSU
would not be as fortunate, as Tech rallied to score six runs in the top of the
ninth to defeat the Eagles 7-1. Shortstop Kelly Blazi had a tremendous game,
going 3 for 3 including a double and a
walk, as well as GSU's lone RBI.
In the second game of the doubleheader, Georgia Tech began right where
itleftoff in the end of game one, scoring
three runs in the first inning. GSU
responded with one run in the bottom of
the first on a RBI single by senior Jaclyn
Kaylor. The Eagles trailed 7-3 going
intothebottomofthesixthbefore sophomore Stacie Cooper's bases-loaded
double to center cleared the bases to
close the gap to 7-6. A sacrifice fly by
Kaylor scored Cooper to square the

Luke Renfroe

SOLID ON THE MOUND: Lady Eagle pitchers held their own
over the weekend as many of Georgia Tech's and Jax St.'s
runs were unearned.
game at seven apiece. However, the
Eagles were not done, an RBI single by
junior Lacey Kammerer gave GSU its
first lead of the day at 8-7. Unfortunately
for the Eagles, the lead would prove to be
short lived as Tech responded with three
runs in the top of the seventh to give the
Lady Jackets the final margin of victory,
10-8.
On Sunday, the GSU softball team
played host to Jacksonville State hoping
for better luck than Saturday. In the first
game, in a repeat of Saturday's initial
contest against Georgia Tech, seven innings weren't enough to decide the
ballgame. In a pitcher's dual, junior
Kacey Kammerer battled JSU's Jill
Wilcoxson for seven scoreless innings.
In the eighth, JSU's Allie Simmons
reached to start the inning on a walk and
was bunted to second by ChristineTucker.
Then, the Eagles struggled with defense,
as a passed ball and an error helped JSU
to a 1-0 lead.
However, in the bottom of the eighth,
JSU had their own defensive lapses. Senior McCaine Lowder singled to open
the inning, but was then erased on a
fielder's choice by freshman Julie Peel.
Sophomore Stacie Cooper's single move
Peel into scoring position, then a throwing error by JSU shortstop Julie Boland
off a Shannon Hoobin grounder allowed
the Eagles to tie the game at 1-1..
The Gamecocks and the Eagles

battled for five more scoreless innings,
until the 14th when the defense failed the
Eagles once again. JSU's Meghan
Maskel reached on a GSU error and,
after a fielder's choice, moved Maskel to
second, a fielding error by GSU allowed
the go-ahead run to move to third base.
However, Maskel was thrown out at home
on a fielder's choice by Christine Tucker.
But that would not prove to be enough for
GSU, as Toni Duncan singled home what
would prove to be the winning run as
GSU could not muster a rally in the
bottom of the 14th.
For the Eagles, sophomore Stacie
Cooper led the team with three hits along
with senior Jennifer Harris, who had two
doubles. Junior Lacey Kammerer pitched
eight innings with no earned and senior
Jennifer Miller pitched six innings in
relief, taking the loss, but not allowing an
earned run.
GSU will return home next weekend
against the Georgia on Saturday and
against Georgia State on Sunday. Game
time for both contests is 1:00 p.m.
In a much shorter second game, GSU.
lost 5-4 after rallying from a 5-2 defecit
to cut the lead to one in the sixth inning.
But that was as close as they would get,
as GSU left a pair of runners on in the
seventh inning that could have won the
game. AimeeLittlejohn took the loss for
GSU after allowing three earned runs off
eight hits in seven innings of work.

Lady Eagles fall
to ETSU, 91-78
By Edmund Coley
Staff Writer

The Lady Eagles (8-15),(7-7)
fall back into a tie for fifth place
along side Appalachian State with
a loss to the Lady Buccaneers of
East Tennessee State, 91-78, last
Saturday night.
ETSU's (10-11),(8-6) Erin
Thurman went 6 for 6 from beyond the arc as she and teammate
Erica Babb led all scores with 18
points.
GSU senior Tondra Warren recorded her third double-double
of the season, posting 15 points
and 12 rebounds in a losing effort.
"It's frustrating," said head
coach Rusty Cram. "One day we
show up to play..., then the next
day we don't. We knew exactly
what they were going to do and
what we needed to do to stop
them...I didn't think we played a

very smart basketball game tonight."
Again,the Eagles put several
players in double-digits, as junior Amy Krach tied Warren with
15 points, senior Nikita Whatley
scored 12 while sophomore
Danna Simpson had 10 points.
At times, the Lady Eagles defense seemed to be in disarray,
leaving ETSU shooters Thurman,
Chris Foreman, and Leslie
Burleson open for good looks at
the basket from the three-point
line.
"We have been looking for
other people to step up," said senior Tondra Warren. "Tonight we
weren't mentally there."
Danna Simpson's two points
with just under three minutes to
play brought the Eagles within
eight points of the Lady Bucs,
86-78, before getting pulled away
from.

Look for the George-Anne
sports profile on Lady
Eagles basketball player
Tondra Warren in Friday's
edition of the paper!
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Latham leads Eagles
to 58-52 victory

Falcons acquire
Ambrose, Jefferson
The Associated Press

,5

SUWANEE.Ga. -Ashley
Ambrose wanted to come to the Atlanta Falcons last year, but things
didn't work out. On Saturday,he finally got his wish.
The former New Orleans
cornerback signed a five-year contract with the Falcons, reuniting him
with good friend Ray Buchanan and
vastly improving Atlanta's secondary.
The Falcons, making their biggest impact in free agency since Dan
Reeves was hired as coach in 1997,
also were expected to sign receiver
Shawn Jefferson later in the day. He
merely had to pass a physical to seal
the deal.
With Ambrose and Jefferson, the
Falcons addressed two of their biggest needs after a 5-11 season. But
they also left themselves with virtually no room under the salary cap
except for draft picks, meaning defensive ends Chuck Smith and Lester
Archambeau will likely be playing
elsewhere in 2000.
The Falcons were determined to
upgrade their secondary playing in
the NFC West along with the Super
Bowl champion St. Louis Rams, who
routed Atlanta by a combined score
of 76-20 in two meetings last year.
The 29-year-old Ambrose, who
had six interceptions in his lone season with the Saints, giving him 24 for
his eight-year career, will team with
Buchanan to give the Falcons a pair
of former Pro Bowl coraerbacks.
"We want to be known as the best
damn tandem in the league," said
Ambrose, who has been close friends
with Buchanan since they played together in Indianapolis.
Buchanan tried to convince
Ambrose to sign with the Falcons
last year, but the team didn't have
enough cap room to work out the
deal. This year, the money was there,
and Ambrose became available when
the Saints voided the second year of
his contract and decided not to designate him a franchise player.
"I guess it was meant to be," said

*****<>

*' *

Ambrose, wearing a Falcons cap
and accompanied by his wife,
Monica.
"I'm glad that now I can officially do the Dirty Bird," she said.
Neither the Falcons nor Ambrose's
agent, Kennard McGuire, would reveal the terms of the deal. CBS
Sportsline reported it was $22.5 million with a $7.5 million signing bonus, which would equal the team's
largest signing bonus ever. Running
back Jamal Anderson for the same
money after a training camp holdout
last year.
"The priority as far as we were
concerned was defensive corner,"
Reeves said. "If we were going to
address the situation, we had to be
aggressive with it."
Ambrose arrived in Atlanta on
Friday and the deal was completed
within a matter of hours. "With the
offer this ballclub presented, I
couldn't leave from here," he said.
The signing of Ambrose allows
the Falcons to move Ronnie Bradford
from corner to free safety, his more
natural position. Eugene Robinson,
who started at free safety the last two
years, is contemplating retirement
and probably won't return to Atlanta
even if he decides to play another
season.
Defensive coordinator Rich
Brooks looks forward to having
two cornerbacks who can play
solid man-to-man coverage. The
Falcons should be able to do more
blitzing, and Buchanan won't
have to run all over the field in an
attempt to match up with the other
team's best receiver.
"This allows us to play more
straight up, " Brooks said. "It
makes it simpler for the secondary and the entire defense."
Jefferson spent the last four
seasons with the New England
Patriots, catching 40 passes for
698 yards (17.5-yard average) and
six touchdowns a year ago. The
30-year-old receiver reportedly
agreed to a four-year, $14.2 million deal with a $4.5 million signing bonus.

G-A News Services

Dory Brooks

JUST HANGIN' AROUND: Julius Jenkins, seen here at the
UTC game, did not play on Saturday. Leading the way was
sophomore Kashien Latham with19 points ,and 7 rebounds.
The Eagles' record improved to 14-9 and 8-4 in SoCon play
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Space Still
Available
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Imagine partying for 7 days

Submit your art - poetry, short stories, photographs,
sculpture, and other creative works today. Cash prizes will
be awarded in this juried art search.
Contact Miscellany at 681-0565 or visit Room 2009 Williams
Center for more information or visit our web site at
http://www.stp.gasou.edu for entry information.
The deadline is March 3, so hurry already.

& Body Piercing
by Rick

Adult Novelties
Sterling Silver Jewelry
Smoking Accessories
Lava Lamps
Leather and Vinyl lingerie
Beaded Curtains
Candles & Incense
Black lights
Zippo lighters
Fish Nets

y*

$599

2 DATES ONLY
MARCH 11-18 OB MARCH 1B*W

with 1,1OO of your closest
friends ca you vis<f the popular
Spring Break ports of Coit/rn«!
end Key ¥/ost, wh(!« enjoying
r»on-stop food, iaiiy dsde-sids
I partial aboard the R

Panama
City Beach
FROM

$159

STlDfcNT
JTRAVEL
SERVICES
Reservations/ Information

1-800-648-4849

PER
PERSON

LAND ONLY

rjtot'KcTids

IJSTE

www.stslravel.com

COMING WEDNESDAY
February 16,2000
10:30am - 2:00pm
Russell Union Ballroom

Novelties, Gifts

871-4054

SPRING BREAK CRUISE

Days to the Art Search 2000 Deadline

We don't run specials or put our piercings on sale. For the best quality
*"" work by the most experience piercer in Statesboro, come to Cloud 9.

13 University Plaza

Join America's #1 Student Tour Operator

Calling All Artists

»P
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CHARLESTON^.C- Kashien
Latham scored 19 points and
pulled down seven rebounds to
lead GSU to a 58-52 win over
The Citadel in Southern Conference men's basketball action on
Saturday night.
The Eagles improve to 14-9
overall and 8-4 in league play
while the Bulldogs fall to 8-16
overall and 4-7 in the conference.
The Citadel trimmed a ninepoint Eagle lead down to three at
49-46 with 3:42 remaining on a
lay-up by Clyde Wormley, but
GSU responded with two straight
buckets for a 53-46 advantage at
the 2:44 mark. The Citadel would
get no closer than three points the
rest of the way and the Eagles
made five-of-six free throws over
the final 22 seconds to preserve
the win.

GSU held The Citadel to 38.0 |
percent shooting including twoof-19 shooting from three-point j
range.
Latham connected on sevenof-13 field goals and all five of |
his free throws on the night.
Demarlo Slocum chipped in 13
points while Donta Humphries
registered nine points, nine* assists and four steals.
For The Citadel, Mike Roy and
Romas Krywonis each scored teamleading 11 points while Cliff I
Washburn contributed a game-high
11 rebounds. Wormley and Michael
Joseph cam off the bench for eight
and seven points, respectively.
GSU will stay in South Carolina
for a contest tonight against'the
College of Charleston. The game
pits the top two teams from the
SoCon's South Division, with the
Cougars holding a two-game edge
in the standings.

•
•
•
•

Summer Jobs
Summer Waves
Hotels
Beach Resorts

• Summer Camps
• Atlanta
• Hilton Head

For More Information Call:
Dr. William Becker
Department of Recreation & Sport Management
681-5453 or 681-5462
Sponsored by The College of Health and
Professional Studies
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The "ftuth about Valentine's Day Outweek begins tomorrow at GSU
By Zane Thomas
Staff Writer

have arrows through them. No, Steve Martin had
Well, it's Valentine's Day once again. As you sit nothing to do with it. It's about dying for those you
- and read this article, someone you love and care about love. It's also connected to Cupid. Yes, the Roman
has probably given you some roses or candy or even a god of love. Talk about irony. Celebrating a
.-stuffed little teddy bear with a heart on it. It's the one Christian holiday with a virtuous pagan god as its
' time of the year in which you're allowed to express mascot. Pardon the pun, but Holy Snikeys!
Yes, Valentine's day is about love and death.
, iyour feelings to someone else, even if you're always
Just
ask Al Capone.
afraid of expressing some PDA.
Remember
the Valentine's Day Massacre? If
,,. f But how did this holiday get started? Was it just
you
haven't
heard
about it, here it goes. Back in
.. a. conspiracy by Hallmark and Hersey's to help
1929
in
Chicago,
four
of Capone's gang members,
ibbost sales between Christmas and Easter? No
dressed
as
cops,
trapped
seven members of a rival
way. Valentine's Day has been celebrated for cengang
headed
by
"Bugs"
Moran,
near a warehouse.
turies.
The gangster
Actually,
made
them
Valentine' s
place
their
Day started out
hands
up
on
the
as a Christian
BACK IN VICTORIANS TIMES, PEOPIE SENT
wall.
Moran's
holiday, but
gang members
. then it was
VAL£N71NES TO PEOPLE THEY LOVED AND HATED.
just
thought
' xalled the Feast
MANY
PEOPLE
GOT
A
LOT
OF
POISONED-PEN
they
were
get■~tf St. Valenting
harassed
by
tine. But who
VALENTINES, FULL OF INSULTS, NASTINESS, AND
the
cops.
Unis this St. Valfortunately,
/ entine and why
MEAN HUMOR. YOU WON'T FIND ANY OF
they weren't.
; - do we celebrate
THOSE
AT
HALLMARK
AND
NO
CHANCE
OF
Capone's men
Tiilm? Well, begunned them
cause he was a
SEEING LITTLE HEART CANDIES WITH BITE ME
down, shooting
" Christian marthem in the
tyr.
OR DROP DEAD ON THEM.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
back,
but
Around 270 1^^mmmmmm^mm^^mmmmm
Moran's
men
. ,*'AD., Christians
didn't get a holiwere being perday
in
their
remembrance.
secuted by the Romans for their beliefs. Valentine
., Now, a lot of people out there hate Valentine's Day
f Tvas a priest who was performing Christian marriages
just
as much as other people like it. It takes different
• 'and was arrested and thrown in prison. While in
strokes
to rule the world. But here's a little fact that
'■ "prison, he met a guard who had a blind daughter who
not
a
lot
of people are familiar with. Back in Victorij needed help. A miracle.
ans
times.f
eople sent Valentines to people they loved
;! Valentine prayed, and the girl gained her sight.
and
hated.
Many people got a lot of poisoned-pen
After that event, the guard and his whole family were
Valentines,
full
of insults, nastiness, and mean humor.
^baptized. It wasn't just the guard, his wife, and his 2
You
won't
find
any
of those at Hallmark and no chance
1/2 kids. No, it was 46 people. His entire family.
When the Romans heard of this, they beheaded Valen- of seeing little heart candy with BITE ME or DROP
DEAD on them.
tine. And that's how the holiday came about.
But despite the bloodshed and loathing associated
Valentine died for his beliefs and his love for his
fellow Christians. That's what the holiday is all with Valentine's Day, it is still considered a holiday
about. Loving someone so greatly that you're celebrated with love. Love of your parents, friends,
[}Z,-willing to die for them. It's a scripture from the and significant others.
Forget about the whole commercialism associated
'•Bible. "No one has greater love than this, to lay
with Valentine's Day and just focus on the spirit of
XBown one's life for one's friends." (Johnl5:13).
It rather explains why some Valentine hearts Valentine's Day;

By Bryant Smalley
Special Assignments Editor

Tuesday, February 15 starts Outweek
2000 at GSU. On the opening day, a
discussion will be held in Russell Union
2041 at 7 pm entitled "Presentation of
Self." The discussion will focus on the
assumptions we make about a person's
sexual orientation. Many other programs
will follow during the week long event
sponsored by the Triangle Club of GSU.
"Outweek is a celebration of gay and
lesbian history and culture, as well as a
time of support for those who are dealing
with coming out of the closet," Chad
Carter, president ofTriangle, said.' While
the focus of the panel discussions is on
gay and lesbian issues, the discussions are
not just for gays and lesbians," Carter
said. "The panels should offer insight to
anyone willing to come with an open
mind."
Triangle is also in the process of
planning the annual Miss Southern Collegiate drag pageant. Any questions about
Outweek or the Triangle Club can be
directed
to
Carter
at
gsutriangle@hotmail.com.

Outweek 2000:

!

Tuesday, February 15: Presentation of Self
le or isn't she? A discussion on the signals we send and
:ive'and the assumptions we make regarding someone's
sexual orientation. Russell Union 2041 at 7 pm.
Wednesday, February 16: Love and Homosexuality
Is it really possible? A panel discussion on the problems
that the GLBT community faces when searching for true
love. Is there a trick to catching that dream man or woman?
Russell Union 2041 at 7 pm.
Thursday, February 17: Healing Internalized Homopfiobia
Do you find yourself feeling uncomfortable around gays
and lesbians? A workshop on dealing with inner fears and
stereotypes with the gay community. Russell Union 2072 at
5:30 pm.
j Monday, February 21: Religion and Homosexuality
\ A panel discussion with representatives from many reli! gious backgrounds to discuss the age old problem of religion and homosexuality. Russell Union 2070 at 7 pm.

The Inheritors'is a Valentines Day alternative
Special to the G-A

GSU's Cinema Arts Program
will show "The Inheritors" tonight in the Russell Union tonight at 7:15.
Set in 1930's Austria, this film
follows the fate of a group of
peasants whose lives change forever when they discover that their
mysteriously murdered oppressive landowner has left them his
entire property just to spite the
village community.
As the film then turns to the
peasants' struggle to overcome
and undo the servility and deprivation endemic to their condition, to prove and assert themselves as legitimate farmers, it
gradually assumes the design of a

political allegory,
a
strangely mystical but utterly convincing cinematic
manifesto for
the Marxist
theory of class
struggle. But
then the film
may also work
as a morality ■
fable or simply a murder mystery.
Besides the intellectual pleasures, "The Inheritors" also offers
the visual ones with many frames
reminiscent of paintings of Dutch
masters dramatically enhanced by

lnsecta.com

the actors who "embody their characters with a suitably plodding conviction, as though they themselves
had been raised in mud and dark
kitchens," said Peter Burnette. 1988.
95 minutes. German with English
subtitles. Admission is $2.
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H1ATTENTI0N!!!
Applications for next year's
Community Advisors
are now being accepted.

• •»*****.«•♦§•*•#•»•♦•♦#.;••••••*•#••••»«♦*•••■«••»*»•* f »**••••• »-#"'*•*
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Pick up an application in Rosenwaid Building Suite 1051
Complete and return the application to Rosenwaid Building
Suite 1051 or P. O. Box 8013 by
Wednesday, February 16,2000.
If you have at least a 2 JO adjusted GPA, will be a junior
or senior next fell, are creative and energetic, and would like
to be employed by one of Statesborofs
best apartment complexes —
COMPLETE YOUR APPLICATION TODAY,

Don't Miss the...

Off-Campus
Housing Fair
February 15
11:00 a,m. to 1:30 p.m.
Russell Union Ballroom Lobby

FIND

PLACE

for FALL 2000 NOW

We anticipate from seven to ten openings next fall,
ft Program a m mm <rf mmm Prepws i Off-Campus j*wsin§, Gm0MmtSmi UntawtNy.

Sponsored by the Office of Off-Campus Housing, Georgia Southern University

Today's Quote

SA Classifieds, etc

"Lettin' the cat out of the
bag is a whole lot easier
than puttin' it back."
— Cowboy's Guide to Life
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Proprietor
6 Ski tow
10 Flows back
14 Oneot Harpo's
brothers
15 Fuel-line element
16 Gaff
17 Blank slate
19 Walt Kelly's
comic strip
20 Morning hrs.
21 Speak
creatively?
22 Chicago transp.
24 Chinese pan
25 Aromatic
evergreens
27 Take a sample
29 Communion
table
32 Tex-Mex choice
34 "Missing" co-star
36 Fuming
39 Justice Fortas
40 Starts a fire
42 NATO member
43 Capture again
45 Torments
persistently
47 Up-and-comer
49 Requirements
50 Rouen's river
52 Order of
business
54 Sebaceous cyst
55 Knight's title '
57 Use elbow
grease
58 Sheep-ette?
61 " la Douce"
63 ADT
choreographer
66 Fact fabricator
67 Orderly
68 Jetsons' maid
69 Season of
sacrifice
70 "Auld Lang __"
71 Litigators
1
2
3
4

DOWN
Eight: pref.
Unexpected hit
Points of pens
Collector's
French coin

1

?

A

3

1

1

14

:

'"

■

25

30

31

M

54

61

51

33

33

1

M

46

49

sy

GO

65

64

1

"
'

ea

"

1/21/00

Solutions

10 G-A Action Ads
FREEBIE INFO ALL FREE student and
faculty ads to be run in the George-Anne must
have a NAME, P.O. BOX and PHONE
NUMBER. Ads will be rejected if they do not
have this information. NO EXCEPTIONS.

*■ STUDENTS BEWARE
ATTENTION - The George-Anne screens all
advertisements prior to publication. The
-newspaper strives to accept ads for legitimate
products and services only. Students are urged
to exercise caution when replying to ads —'
particularly those which require a credit card
number, other personal information, or money in
advance of the delivery of a product or service.
Students are also u rged to report to the newspaper
any suspicious offers which they might see in an
ad. Remember, if an offer seems too good to
be true, it probably is.
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS: The GeorgeAnne istheofficial student newspaperof Georgia
'Southern University, owned and operated by
GSU students and utilizing the facilities provided
by GSU.Thenewspaperis the oldest continuously
d in Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The
ideas expressed herein are those of the editor or
the individual authors and do not necessarily
represent the views of the Student Media
Committee, the administration, the faculty and
staff of Georgia Southern University, or the
University System of Georgia. The George-Anne
is published three times weekly during the
academic year and five times during summers.
Any questions regarding content should be
directed to the editor at by phone at 912/6815246 or fax at 912/486-7113. Readers may also
send electronic messages to the newspaper
staff by visiting our web site at http://

,

^■r;H

□ 2000 Tribune Media Services. Inc.
All rights reserved.

5 Boots on wheels
6 Menace
7 Scarf like a
snake?
8 Set a tax
9 Actual
10 Sixth sense
11 Loses one's cool
12 Racist
13 Talked
18 Helping hand
23 Confederate flag
25 Give the ax
26 Selfish driver
28 Citrus drink
29 Partly open
30 Ear flap
31 Powell/Loy film
33 Level
35 Pelvic
projections
37 Formerly owned
38 Highland miss
41 Red soil
44 Silver or Ely
46 of Marmara
48 -Davidson

*

38
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Cheap liquor
Unsettling
Church sister
McKellen and
Fleming
58 Different
59 'The Truman
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Show" director
60 "Lyin'
"'
Eagles' hit
62 Craftsmanship
64 Pianist Cliburn
65 Gambler's
marker

www.stp.gasou.edu.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, F. I.
Williams Center. The George-Anne, P.O. Box
8001, Georgia Southern University, Statesboro,
Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246 (News) or 912/6185418 (Advertising) or 912/486-7113 (Fax)
ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse
any advertisement.
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for
reserving space and submitting advertising copy
is Noon, oneweekpriortotheintended publication
date.
For more information, rate cards, sample
publications, contact: Jonathan Brooks,
Advertising Manager, ADS, (912) 681-5418; or
Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator, (912)
681-0069.
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The
newspaper makes every reasonable effort to
present correct and complete information in
advertisements. However, the advertiser is
responsible for proofing the ad upon publication
and should notify the newspaper immediately in
the event of an error. The newspaper is not
responsible for any errors in advertisements and
its liability foradjustments is limited to the amount
of space the error occupied in the ad. Further, the
newspaper is not responsible for any damages
caused due to an ad's omission from a particular
edition and its responsibility solely is to reschedule
the ad in the next regular edition at the regular
advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from
students, faculty and staff must be noncommercial in nature and submitted in writing,
with the name of the sender, local address, and
phonenumber. No free ads taken via telephone
-at this price we don't take dictation. One free
ad per person per week. Commercial classified

Placing a G-A Action d
is as tasy as...
Commercial and Non-Student Advertising
Compose your ad - write down what you want to say concisely and
clearly. Please include telephone numbers or addresses as warranted.

2.

SUBLEASE NEEDED for one bedroom apart 1
mile from campus. $235/mo. Feb rentfree. Please
call 764-8589 and leave message.
Jasmine7722@hotmail.com
(3) 2 BED APTS DOWNTOWN very reasonably
priced. 6 month lease avail. Call Jeremy at 5313881 for details. Leave messg if not avail.
DO YOU need an apartment for the summer?
Bedroom in 2 bed fully furnished apt. $257.50/
mo + 1/2 utl. For more information 871-7501
male or female & Rent is neg. Seasons Apart.
SUBLEASE MASTER bedroom with private
bathroom. Includes w/d, disheasher, screened
in backporch, very clean, no-smoking atmoshere.
$250/mo +1/4 utl. Avail ASAP thru July. M/F Call
871-7021

ROOMMATE WANTED spring semester 1st
month free!! bedroom avail with bath for female.
$250/mo. Eagle Creek Townhouses across from
Stadium. Call Sheri 996-3915
ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAO in 2 bedroom
apart. $200 month plus 1/2 utl. Close to campus
489-8061
ROOMMATE NEEDED for2 bed aptat University
Place split $400 rent and 1/2 utl. 681.-6346 call
after 6pm.
ROOMMATE WANTED $216/mo and one third
utilities. Call 489-7156 ask for Charlie or Erika for
more information.
ROOMMATE NEEDED. Take over lease till
August. $216 a month plus one third utl. Big
house close to campus. Call 489-7156

EXPERIENCED MATH & COMPUTER
SCIENCE tutor for Algebra up to Calculus. C++, [
Java, Web Page Design Projects. $10/hr rate |
neg. Email Segio at needatutor@yahoo.com

290 Travel
TAKE A trip to Cancun this summer for $349.1
Eight days and seven nights. Contact Wilson at I
688-3366 or 688-2078. $75 deposit. Due. Feb I
18th.
FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site I
for list of places to visit and things to do that are I
both educational and fun. On-line at http://1

www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/

„

Mother Goose & Grim
*HI,CAN I BUU
WUAPRINKf*

20 Announcements
BUSINESS PROGRAMSThe Georgia Southern
University Small Business Development Center
regularly sponsors a number of other financial
and business programs for small business
owners. For more information or to request a
professional development catalog. Call 912-6815195 or visit the Web site at www2.gasou.edu/
contgendu/coba.
GSU MENS and women students do not act like
a chicken (stay away) be an Eagle (attend game)
I challenge you to attend the game. Ms. Gertrude
West. Fan of the Year 1999-00. GSU Lady Eagles
Basketball Vs. Western Carolina University.
Where? Hanner Field House Feb 19th Sat. 7pm.

Count the words and multiply by 200 per word. Please note: There is a
$4 minimum per ad. And if your want a copy of you ad as it appears in
the paper mailed to you, please include $1 per ad for mailing and han-

£M -me POWER

MARCH MONOPOLY Car Show Sat March 4th.
More Info 681-4323 Or 871-3800
COME SEE SNATCH plus four other bands next
Friday Feb. 11th at FAT CATS. Show starts at
7pm. All ages welcome. SUPPORTTHE LOCAL
SCENE.

THRONE,

KAPPA DELTA'S First Annual White Rose
Pageant. Ages 1-12. For Application call 8715193. Deadline is March st. Pageant is March
25th.

40 Autos for Sale
84 HONDA Accord. Runs well. Needs body
work. Fun car. $400 obo call Mike at 681-4877
CUTLASS CALAIS Maroon 2 door auto. Trans.
$1000 or best offer. 871-1954 daytime or 8716843 after 6pm.

80 Computers &
Software

ICK

FOR SALE Dell laptop. Pentium 75 mhz, 24 mb
Ram, 2GB hard drive, external CD Rom. $700.
Call Brian at 489-5895 Leave Messg.

90 Education
FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site
for list of things to do that are educational and fun.

On-line at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/
funstuff/

120 Furniture &
Appliances
SOFA, MATCHING chair and coffee table.
Excellent condition, all for $120. Call 764-4433.

1.

2 ROOMS avail in house for spring semester
central heat and air with washer and dryer. $200
each 1/3 utl. each call Aaron 764-9458.

240 Services

V

S

3

Cheapest Rent Best Location Boardwalk 512
South College St. huge 2 bed, 1 bath $225/
person, Quiet, Pool, walk to GSU 681-2300 or
681-2500. O/A

H

n d
0

230 Roommates

S

3

o

NEED A place to live this summer? Large house,
quiet neighborhood. Cheap bills, includes DSS
system. $200/Mo. Call 489-8073

M

"i

1«

are 20 cents per word with a $4 minimum per
insertion. Tearsheets are $2 extra per insertion.
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Subscription
rates for home delivery of The George-Anne are
$30 per semester, or $52 per year, delivered by
third class mail. Please address all inquiries to
Zeina Rahme, Business Manager. The GeorgeAnne is distributed free of charge on the Georgia
Southern University campus through delivery
sites located in campus buildings, at off-campus
sites, and in residence halls.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free copy,
and asecond fora roommate oracquaintance, at
distribution sites. Additional copies are 35 cents
each and are available at the Williams Center.
However, unauthorized removal of additional
copies from a distribution site constitutes theft
under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense
punishable by a fine and/or jail time. Editors will
seek to have any person(s) who removes more
than the authorized number of copies from
distribution sites prosecuted to the full extent of
the law.
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft of
our slogan -"Liked by Many, Cussed by Some,
Read by them AH" - from Robert Williams of the
Blackshear Times. Call Bob and he can tell you
who he stole it from originally.

Muffin

By Nora McVittie

140 Help Wanted

THE H3RDEST PaRTtWaS
3<STiMG- LitCE iT WejeR
app>E30eb.

SUMMER SALES Internships Earn $3000 $7000 + Gain valuable business experience
selling yellow page advertising in your official
university telephone directory. Excellent
advertising / sales / public relations challenge.
Great resume booster! Nationally recognized
training program. Call Paul at College Directory
Publishing 800-466-2221 x288

U1H3T 3RE <jCO $
-ra LKitOG-aeaJT?

NEED A Job or need to make extra money but
have a busy schedule? Become an AVON Rep!
Make up to 50% Commission! Call Jennipher
688-2941

dling.

3.
4.
5.

Pick a category header under which your ad will appear.
Pay for your ad (checks or money orders, only, please)
Send it to us. By mail: G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, Georgia Southern
University, Statesboro, GA 30460; or in person: visit Room 2023 or
2022 Williams Center (top floor) during normal business hours (9am to

LIFEGUARDS and beach vendors needed in
North Myrtle Beach for the summer season. Will
train, no expereience necessary! Fill out
application at www.nsbslifeguards.com EMAILdudes® nsbslifeguards.com orcall 843-272-3259
SCREENPRINTER needed. Some experience
necessary. Please call 681-8337 and ask for
Dale or Jeremy. Flexible hours.

4 pm daily)

Commercial and Non-Student Display Advertising

150 Lost & Found

Call 681 -5418 for assistance. The display classified rate are $7 per column inch.
ADS representatives will be happy to help you.

Student, Faculty and Staff Action Ads

LOST BLACK and tan German Shepard.
Answers to the name of Gus. Last seen at
Stadium Walk. Wears a red collar. Reward if
offered. 489-4567

Current students, faculty and staff members may place a free classified ad in the
newspaper at no charge. To qualify, advertisers messages must be 25 words or
less in length, non-commercial in nature, and the advertiser MUST provide their
name, Landrum Box and telephone numbers for our records. (Or use the "Rip Us
Off" free classified coupon which appears periodically in the newspaper). Free
classified may be mailed to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, or brought by Room 2023
Williams Center on campus. Please no phone calls for free ads... at this price we
don't take dictation.

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING ORDER FORM
Name

160 Miscellaneous for
Sale
NEON SIGNS for sale. Greatfor decorating your
college apt. or dorm room $40 call 852-9760 ask
for Jeff or email me at JBK645@hotmail.com

170 Motorcycles
1993 KAWASAKI Ninja 8,500 miles. New battery
new tires, helmet, getting married must sell!
$2000 Home 871-6179 cell 512-0047.

Address
City, State, ZIP

180 Musical

Telphone Number .
Category of Ad (Circle One Only)
11-Help Wanted
01 "Announcements
12-Lost& Found
02-Arts & Crafts
13«Miscellaneous for Sale
03-Autos for Sale
14-Motorcycles
04«Auto Parts, Repair
15"Musical
05»Business Opportunities
16'Personal
06'Child Care
17-Pets & Supplies
07»Education
18'Photography
08-Freebies
19'Ftentals & Real Estate
09'Furniture & Appliances
20-Roommates
10'Garage Sales

21»Services
22'Sports & Stuff
23-Stereo & Sound
24>Swap & Trade
25-Television & Radio
26»Vans & Trucks
27-Wanted
28»Weekends & Travel
29«Etcetera

PUTTHAT thump inyour rideforthe 2000! Qupix
amplifier 2 channel 660W 20HM stability built-in
crossover short circuit protection #150 obo.
Luckey681-1015

200
Pets & Supplies
CKC REGISTERED Mini Schnauzer for sale.
Salt and Pepper color. Male. Very sweet. 3
months old. Almost house broken. Please call
681-6458 or 681-0727

Ad Message

GOING SOMEWHERE? I'll watch and care for
your pet while you're gone. Experienced and
very dependable. If interested in great pet care
call Jennifer 681-8251

Use Additional Paper if Necessary
Amount <r>
Enclosed

SEND IT TO: G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, GA 30460; or in person: visit
Room 2023 or 2022 Williams Center (top floor)

220 Rentals & Real
Estate

■

■
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■
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RipUsOff.
That's right - you heard right. Rip us off. Get something for nothing. Say hello to a
friend. Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for a litter of kittens. Buy a wombat.
Or sell your Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe that you - and not your folks
- actually have the title to that BMW). Regardless of your purpose (or even if you
are a congenital liar like the Beamer owner), Georgia's liveliest classified ad section
is for you. Students, faculty and staff can have their 20-word action ads published
for nothing (non-commercial listings only, please). Fill out the little rectangles below,
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, GSU or drop them by our offices in
the Williams Center, Room 2023. You MUST include your name and P.O. Box
number to qualify for a freebie. Remember, keep it short: students, faculty and
staff must pay 200 per words for those which exceed the 20-word limit. And, please
- no telephone calls... at this price we don't take dictation.
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YOU MUST COMPLETE THIS PART TO QUALIFY FOR FREEBIE

Name

POB

Phone #

a

J
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iSETRUE

HUMS
FOFB/ER
YOURS

HappyVakntine'sDayJJoveyou.
Chandra
MaikaridFrarclovebipdsfaEvar.
Baly^lw^siaiiaiibaoutthaiie.
Ran
John,
ffsbeenahnostfiveyeatsthat\\e'\e
beento^lher^rdlbveyoue^onnxiEiiow
ftiaro«ibdbiE.Qjitevegrow«stiDnga-.
Love,
YourBoo

y,nr

Semba,
Youatetheloveofmylife,andl
\\ancherid^ujalways.Thesean^ewaris
cannotespesslhebxelhavefayoa
Jennifer
Danny,
Idcn'towwhalmyl^
wiihci<youJJoveyarv\^^
ateftieN«:J^appyValertire'sDay.
Jennifer
DavidJ.,
YouaremybestihaTdinthewhole
wcrid,ardIbveyouvwlhaIlmyheatt
HfoppyValenline'sDay!Iinissyou.
Love;
Chas
Mike,
HjOVEYOUIThankyoufor
e^«ryfl1ingycu'^^jvenmeJV^teaItand
scufoelongtoycuAlwaysrenaenixrfenEverandaday!
Eizabeth

ONLYYOU

Ryan,
YojardlbdongtDgeftierlikspeanutbutteiarKlje%,andIloveyouwilhaU
myheait
Love;
YourSprinklesXOXOXO
Ste^eiTodd,
BiavewaldietfycufionTaaDssflie
roominclassandlMvefallerimkwewifti
youJ^easebemine!
Yoiirsecretadmiter
Cameron,
IbeBevethaflcwecanlastaKfetime,
andlwarttDqxndfliaffifetenelovingyou!
HappyVakntine'sDay!
Buttercup
Ib\einyEveningJJbiaryCiew.
ThanMcrmaldngmepoidlAfexJfyicia,
EkMJvannaJ-jeShiHKiaJ^auiaJ?atnc
Scott,ShaliniandTaiL
Sincerely,
MissJteggy
Craig,
You'ree^«yWnglDme-Someone
Icanleanon,believeinanddefiriildyg)end
theKstDfmylifewilh.IloveyouBoo!
Sonyette'Ttaches"
HappyValenrine'sDayDanna
(#10)!Hopeyou'iehavingagneatday.
GoLadyEa^esandgoodluddnthetournamerts!
DougH.
Brandon,
Tlicughwecan'tbetogefliaiight
rK3w,vreat^Dgediermc«rthoughlsand
menioriesJmissyou!K^pyValen(ine's
Day!
LoveAhw^s,
Leondria

mm

TotheG-AStaff.
ILOVEYOUGUYSandl
missyoiLrilne^afagetanyofyou.I^ep
upftieawesomevMak.
Love;
Alliscn-ycurfaiMilCkiadian
fimi
Rab,
Thankyciuiaalltr^ouareJJove
you!
Justin

DearBeth,
floveymwithallmyheartJ^lappy
Valeritire'sL^y,baby!Youatemysweetheartandmybestiriend!
Steven
SusanAnn,
BecauseoflheBIGlhings,but
especial^lxcauseofBieMeflTings-JJove
ycullappyValentine'sDay.
TommyBear
Snoopy,
Bdoesn'tlateatotickyfconeto
ka)\\youaiBir^sc«hTia^best&iendand
toughguy-JJUOVEYOU!
Woodstock
Davti,
ThaE'saplaceinmyheartfliat
ncbooystoudhedbs&iEAndwbMfcMnd
ycu..JfcundaUthatrdbeaTsemttig
fir
1Y,
LaVene
AmberAsHeyandAtia],
HappyValentin£'sDay!Welove
you
MissPattiJSrysdeJJndsey
Rafo,
IhankyoufcraIlthalyouaie.Ilove
you!
Justin
KrysdeandLidsey,
HfoppyVakntine'sL^yilloveyou
bo(hKrysde,ThanksfcraUyaadoforme.
Iamsoproudofyou.
Mm
Kdty,
YouaremybegiriningnTyrnidclle
andfc»EverJtoveyciumoietban\\odscan
say.
Love;
Josh
KeBey,
ThanksftibeangawcnaMilihaid,
agtEatoDommateandevenanOKboss!
PIIbeibre\randebtedtDyc)uftxgiiTngnTe
yoikncwwho!
Loveya,
StBcey
TolheG-Astaff,
YouguysareaUgreatEkhofyou
adJsalitflesomethingtDdiestaflihatis
inq^aceableJJappyValentine'sDay!
S.W.
DearCitabria,
Mayyciuwiggjeisquiggfeand
gigglethissvveetValenrine'sDay.
MattandAdam
DearAbbie,
LnnscaiedolpiranhasiFkasedcn't
bitema
Ijovevvithroses,
Matt
Ayy,
Youatesospecialtome,lheieisno
cmeelsebeter.Ihcpeyc«andIwi]lbetDgdhafcrejver.
Dennaid
ToSarahandJohn-myfevorite
Valentireooupfe.
Bestwishesforafove-filledday.
Youmom
Baby,
BonyctiDeameclhowtolove.
Yc)UCt)nsuniemyn±xJ,boo^ardscuLI
bveycu
Ycxirsvveetheart,
NJ3.
Amanda,
IloveyouandlknowidsfoiEver.
YcuaTemybesffiknd^ysoulandmy
inspiration!
Jim

TRUELOVE;

DearBabydoli,
ycjulotsandlots.Haveagteat
wingValentine'sDay.
YourSugarBritches
ToShaquita,
Myqueen,thanksftxirqmngme
tobethebestlcanbe.
LoveAlw^s,

Karen,
BemyValentine.
Lovejou,

SnUggJeS,
IltiankGodfayoueverydayYcu'ie
mciespecMthanycii'nevenEalizeJpray
ctriovexxritinuestcgrowforeJeiniry.
Thmper

Adrian,
Imstfflwaitingtchaveacarritelight
dmnerwilhyciiiana'grveyoiiaspcrigebalh.
CbntactmeASAPila^Valentine's
Day,baby!
Love;
'LASHAY"

Dimples,
Ifo\eyournorethanyou'flever
krwwImlc^dnge^aynLlinuteJsp^ndwith
yctiandgetrrngtoknovvyciiJ^appyanniversary^Sweetie!
Twrite

TotheG-Astaffi
IfowycuguysmoiEthanyouwl
e\^iealizeYctiafflmvebrightiutures
ahead,andIamproudofyou.
Love;
Chief

Jason,
Lc^doxwsncibciundariesasheatts
beatasc«e.OLrrliveshavejuststarted,our
scngliasjustbegunLjetmeloveyoualways.
Matfcna

Mte
Youlax)w\\batyouaretome.
Wcdsseemuselessvvhenlryingtouse
tenroexpressyciurwotthJJoveyca
ffsYourLove,
Kel
S.W.
Yc^viMwaysbeTnybestbucLno
mattervstoelseismciurrivesYouatethe
bestandvvillarwaysbe.
KM
LaVene,
Ijustvvantedtoteflyouthatllove
you!
David
ToQuanda,
Mayourioveburn.
Roland
Mygrdsmthhdflocrof011iff,I
tovfeyc«!IharissfexaUthemenioriesso
ta-Jcan'twaittoshatemoietDgether.
Jessica(JJ.)
TomyDiabla,
Thanl^ciuibrshowingmehowto
bveandhcfvvtDbebvedYcuatearvvaysin
myheait
Love;
YourBear
KRS-1,
Ycju'reftenioslbeaitirlirvwmanto
gtacetheplanetfonreYciurleetnever
tcoiithegroiindMaylfowyciufoiEver.
Guesswho
SWES,
IhismessageistoJetyculaMwyou
atefovedNcicnecanieplaceyouvvhenyou
aren'tthae!
Yoursarways,
Brian
BabydoU,
SugarBnttesfoveBdernaLLove
iskindlchosetovrakeiipnexrtoycwtill
deathdouspatt
IY,
Joy
Halle,
Yc^iaiethesunsbireofrnylife;.
Tliankyouforbeingthatspsa^peiscnthat
Ibveandcanncdrve\\#KiutJlappy
Valentine'sDay!
Love;
Akn
Rat,
Ijustwanttosaythanl^cuforlovingmefanrne.71wil^crfcjbeingthere
e^aydayJJoveyouxaymuch
Iran
Ahey,
Therncnthsvw'\espaTt6Dgsther
se£rnrilffisexxxids,bultod<ingjntoyouteyes
willkavemelostforalifeteneJJoveycu.
Brian

IWIYGIIV

B
Thankycufcithepen%ctValentines
L^ciat&ItvraswcriirMwaldTingthe
starswrthycu.
T
Lyndsey,
Wehavehadaparfect6months!
Ijet'smakeat6mc)ie!Iwuvyoubiinches!
HappyValentine'sDay! 13/64

SWINGT1ME

Ikjveycunxieandnxieeachcornirigckylwishyoucxxildseethelovelhave
fixyouJfsbeyondwords.
Duncan

Morgen,
Dayspassby,yeaisgrowlong.But
LstfflfedcurlovegrovvsstrongJloveycu
fcrvvhatyouateynylove.
J.B.
Regbald,
noveycuvwthallmyheartYou
aretrulyablessinganeUappieciateyoufor
everythingyoudoJJoveyouBaby!
Saquita
Sweetie,
Yciuteveftxicheobnylifeheatt,
rnind,bccryandsodwith1heessenceofyour
loveJiavmtnilyisonEanh.
Eternattyyours,
'Cko"
TotheMesofZetaFhiBetaand
themenofPhiBetaSigmalloveya'lL
Ta-Tanekia
LfcyBaby,
ThteeyeaisdovmJifetogoiJJove
yoirfotever!HappyV-E)ayMefcsa!
Toll
Seott,
Ithinl^ciukiKMhowmuchDove
ycxLThanl^oofonbeingyouanitfcdoving
meLlappyValentine'sDay!
AUffrybve,
Stecey
Trent,
Youaiecneofthesweetestguysat
GSU.GcoJliddirKiingsaneorewcilhy
ofyc«.ThanksfotwerylhingYouatethe
best
Amity
ZacV,
IwiIlaivvaystaveyou,baby!

xxxooo

Jesska,
Iwanttothankycufcteverything
youVedoneJMvescmethingtDlcckrbrwarcltoana'sctnecnetolaLighciyanclIove
vvia
Lcve;

LOVEME

ONLYYO

'

innHPiKii ^imz^wmr
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EASON
APARTMENTS

These 2 bedroom 2 bath apartments feature
walk in closets, fully equipped kitchens with
washer/dryer, lake, swimming pool, volleyball, picnic He grill area Sa clubhouse.
* 1 n(/ii 'ich/tfl 'tJeascs
* Room'tntrtte iMLtttchiHg
Service
* Or/Site Management &
JMLad-n tana n ce
Clonvenient to GSU &
' Prtttertzity R.ow
* Community /kdvisar
Program
* t^argts -Patio/Porches'

For Lease Information Call 681-2440
Hi9 Robin 1 food Trail

Summer & Fall 2000 Leasing Begins March 1,2000

Southern
Realty
Associates
JLJL xw •

The Perfect Place to Live . . .

m.

•t

ffe*.-

A

I

S

Mk tj V

-id

For great amenities and
the best selection of
apartments in
Statesboro visit
Southern Realty.

Properties Managed
by Southern Realty
•College Vue
•Country Side Villas
"Debbie Terrace
Eagle Court
•Eagle's Nest
•Georgia Villas
'Heritage Square
•Pamela Way
Park Place Villas
' PI antation V illas
•Southern Court
* Southern Villa
•Stadium Walk
•St. Charles Place
"'St. James Place
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Office of Off-campus
Programs
The Off-campus
SECURITY DEPOSITS
U
Programs, office is here to
>
INSPECTIONS
U meet the needs of the
approximately 11,000
t GET INVOLVED AT GSU! .... .11
Georgia Southern students
'CAMPUS RECREATION AND
living off-campus. The
INTRAMURALS ..
12
office provides lists of
CAREER SERVICES
12 vacant rental properties in
STUDENT INTEREST FORM ... .12 Statesboro, a roommate
matching service, proper'GREEKLIFE
12. ties available for sublease,
■ FRATERNITIESSORORITIES . . .14 and maintains the offcampus housing page on
OFFICE OF MULTICULTURAL
the world wide web. If
you want to access the off-

campus web pages, go to:
http://www.gasou.edu ,
click on Student Affairs
and Student Life, and press
the off- campus housing
button. You will find
available property listings
and descriptions as well as
the names of the persons to
contact.
The Off-campus
Programs office is located
in Suite 1051 of the
Rosenwald Building on
Sweetheart Circle. Our
telephone number is 8711435, and our e-mail
address is:
dcampaig @ gasou.edu
Off-campus Housing Fair
The annual Offcampus Housing Fair is

held during the first two
weeks of February. This
one day event is your
opportunity to make arrangements for off-campus
housing for next fall. You
will be able to meet with
property managers, see
floor plans, find out about
features and amenities, ask
questions, and reserve a
place to live in the fall.
Representatives from local
utility companies will also
be available to answer your
questions.
Community Advisor
Program
One of the unique
student services offered at
Georgia Southern is the
Community Advisor

Program. A Community
Advisor (CA) is an upperlevel student who resides
in an apartment complex
and serves as a liaison
between the residents of
the complex, property
management, and the
university. The C A acts as
a resource for campus
activities, services, and
events; builds a sense of
community within the
apartment complex; publishes a monthly newsletter; organizes intramural
teams; and provides educational and social programs.
The Community Advisor is
there to help students make
the transition to independent off-campus living.
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MONTH TO MONTH
RENTALS

1/2 MILE NORTH
OF 301 BYPASS

USE YOUR LOCKYOUR KEY

•EASY 24 HR. ACCESS
•PERSONALS COMMERCIAL
•MANAGEMENT ON SITE
•AFFORDABLE RATES

•EASY LANDING &
UNLOADING ACCESS
-WELL LIGHTED
-CLEAN, SAFE
-7 DAYS A WEEK

RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

489-4004
MJLA

»»»»»»»»»»»»

443 South Mainstreet
Statesboro, GA 30458
PH: 764-5589

FAX:764-36lO

RE REALTY

tJmhJmt^mma

NOW RENTING

.

tfis^? ^S^IMS

Best Deal In Town!

f »■■■ m M *. x v

I

Property Management Division, Lavinia Strickland
email: iavinia@email.homes.com
office: 457 S. Main St., Statesboro
(912)764-2511

Looking for your castle???

Eagle Gate Apartments

f™fiSrffi™'
t—

H ii H
■I ii ■■

H ii H
H ■■ II

H ■■ ii
ii II ii

EsatJsn*»

JUL

mm

We have a wide selection of properties for
Rent:

Homes
Duplexes

233 S. Mulberry St. - Apt. 11
Call 489-2900

HI

i

mmtmmmmi

•Town Homes
• 1,2 & 3 bedroom apts

We have rentals on and off the GSU
campus area
So call Lavinia today—
(912)764-2511
—to find your "castle"!

i

'
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Finding a Place to Live
The task of finding a
place to live can be made
easier if you know in
advance what you want
and what you can afford.
If possible, get together
with your future roommates and make some
decisions and plans early.
Check with the Office of
Off-campus Housing for
vacant property lists and
Rental Guides. Plan to
attend the Off-campus
Housing Fair in early
February.
i 1)
!

|

C) Check for safety/security features. For example, check for
adequate lighting in the parking lot and on the exterior of
the building, a security system
or guards, dead bolt locks, peep
holes with 180 degree view,
smoke detectors, and fire extinguishers.
D) Talk to present tenants in the
building or complex. Find out
their experiences. Ask if they
plan to renew their lease. At
worst, you might make a
friend.

Make a list of the things you
are looking for in an apartment
and take it with you on your
search.

E) Most apartments are not furnished; if yours is - find out
what is included and have it
written into the lease.

A) Rent - How much can you
realistically afford to pay?
Be sure to include utilities,
food, and school expenses
in your estimates.

REMINDER- This is a business arrangement - for both
the landlord and you - both
sides have the right to say
"no deal" and walk away.
BEFORE you sign the lease.

' B) Location - how close to campus do you want to be? How
will you get to class?
1

careful look around. Check
things like water pressure, appliances, lights, bathrooms, as
well as closet and storage
space.

C) Laundry facilities, club house,
swimming pool, social and recreational amenities - will you
use them? You may pay a little
more for them.
D) Landlord's policies - for example, waterbeds or pets.
2) Timing - The best time to
find a place is in the spring
for next fall.

You may be required
i to pay a non-refundable
reservation deposit to hold
the apartment. If you are
f not certain that you will be
coming back in the fall,
« you may want to wait until
you know you are returning to campus and look for
j a place about 15-30 days
before the fall term begins.
, A) Ask to see the same apartment
that you will be leasing; the
model will look very nice - often better than the actual units.
If the apartment is still under
construction, be aware of the
risk of move-in delays.
" °) Go in the apartment and take a

Utilities
Most apartments
provide trash receptacles
and trash removal. Many
provide water and sewerage. This does not include
the energy to heat the
water.
Local utility facts:
Electricity:
A) Georgia Power. 305 S. Main
St. 912/489-3671.
You may telephone to turn on
service. There is a one-time
charge of $18.00 to establish
an account. Deposit based on
credit history.
B) Excelsior Electric Membership
Corporation. 402 Northside
Drive West. 912/764-2123.
If you will be living outside
the city limits, call Excelsior
Electric for service. Ask your
property manager for the
name of your electrical utility company.

Water:
City of Statesboro Utilities. 50
E. Main St. 912/764-5468.
A $35.00 deposit and $10.00

SAMPLE DOCUMENTS
Notice of forwarding address and return of security deposit
Date:
TO: Landlord's name
FROM: Your name
RE: Address of your rental unit
Dear

_:

I/we have vacated the dwelling unit at Your rental unit address As of
, 1999.
This letter is to notify you of a forwarding address to which my/our security deposit and/
or an itemized list of damages may be sent.
I/we request that you return my/our security deposit to the following address:

Sincerely,
Your name Date
Received for landlord by:
Landlord Date
Release Agreement
This agreement is between {tenant's name) of (street address, city, state, ZIP) and
{Landlord's name) of (street address, city state, ZIP).

initial service fee are required.
You may telephone for service
connection using Visa or
MasterCard only. Take your
driver's license and a copy of
your lease when you'go in person to have your service connected.

Natural Gas:
City of Statesboro Utilities. 50
E. Main St. 912/764-5468.
Go to the same location as
water service. A $50.00 deposit is required.

Telephone:
Frontier Communications.
912/764-9131.

son/month.

Cable Television:

2 Bedroom - $225-$330/person/month.

Northland Cable Television.
32 E. Vine St. 912/489-8715.
A connection fee is required.
Payment is in advance. You
must go to the office in person
to sign up for cable television
service.

Renter's Insurance:
Your belongings as a tenant are
not protected from fire, theft,
or water damage under the
owner's insurance. Check to
see if you are covered under
your parents' homeowners
policy. If not, you may purchase renter's insurance yourself for as little as $5.00 per
month.

You must call to turn on service, there is no walk-in office.
Allow plenty of lead time for
hook-up. A hook-up fee of Estimated Housing Costs
$16.00 is required. You may
The rent you pay will
call from 8:00am to 10:00pm vary with the type of
Monday through Saturday.
housing, the ownership,
You will need to know your
Social Security Number and amenities, and distance
apartment address when you from campus. These
call. You will select your own figures are 2000 estimates
long distance service. Con- for information only.
sider a long distance plan
Most popular types of
which requires a password so
student
rentals
only you can use it.
4 Bedroom - $220-$300/per-

1 Bedroom
month.

$300-$375/

REMINDER - this is plus
utilities.

Be A Good Tenant
1) Pay your rent on time. If you
can't, contact the landlord to
explain the circumstances and
give the date you expect to pay.
You will most likely be assessed a late fee.
2)

Treat the property like your
own home.

3)

Obey apartment rules. Do not
disturb your neighbors.

4)

Keep good records of all transactions and requests between
you and the landlord. It is a
good practice to keep a
"renter's log" of all activities
for your unit: who paid utility
bills and when, canceled
checks, records of when the
rent was paid, and anything
else that applies to you, your
roommates, and your rental
unit. The renter's log can be
anything from a shoebox to a
three ring binder. The impor-
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mate - come to Rosenwald
Suite 1051, pick up a roommate form, complete the information, and return it to the office. Students who have a
place to live and need another
roommate will be able to find
and contact you. Or, if you
have an apartment and are
looking for a roommate; potential roommates who need a
place will be able to contact
you.

POOMMATT AffBP.irtfr.MT

Now thai you each have learned all this new information about one another, lets put it to good use! This agreement allows you to decide
on mutually acceptable terms for several living arrangements.
As roommates we have discussed all issues listed below and have agreed upon these guidelines:
VISITATION: (Address areas such as what times members of the same sex may visit, members of the opposite sex, how many and how
frequently)
;
;

STUDY TIME: (Designate specific hours for each of you daily, what conditions must exist, TV on, radio etc., will visitors be allowed
during these hours, etc.)

REMINDER: The university
does not verify the student information. It is your responsibility to inspect the property and interview potential
roommates.

PHONE USAGE: (What hours are "too late" for the phone to ring, when should conversations take place in the hallway, etc.)

PERSONAL POSESSIONS: (List all items to be mutually shared and all items that are personal and not to be used by each other)

4)

SMOKING: (Give consideration to both yourselves and guests).

Roommate Agreements - It is
a very good idea to sit down
with your roommates as early
as possible in your relationship
to understand and make known
each other's expectations
about issues which arise in
shared living.

For Example
HOUSEKEEPING: (List what will be done daily, what will be shared and individual responsibilities).

COMMUNICATION: (How will you communicate with one another if there is a problem).

A) Food: Will you each do your
own shopping and cooking, or
share basic staples and individually buy everything else,
or will everyone buy cooking
and cleaning items and go
shopping together?
B) Cleaning: How often, when,
who, and who pays for cleaning supplies?

We have openly discussed all issues at this point, and, the listed guidelines are agreed upon .
(Date)

D) Guests: Will overnight guests
be allowed? When and how
often can guests visit?

(Signature)

(Signature)

C) Privacy and quiet times: How
much, when, and where?

E)
tant thing is to keep good
records.
5)

6)

7)

Let the landlord know when
something needs to be repaired. Put it in writing, keep
a copy, and hand-deliver it to
the landlord or mail it by certified mail.
Get to know your neighbors.
They could become your
friends or be a good resource
in maintaining a safe community.
Be a good neighbor and entertain responsibly. Noise is the
biggest cause for complaints
in an apartment complex.
Loud parties may be a reason

for eviction.

Roommates
A roommate relationship is more than just a
living arrangement.
Roommates can have an
emotional as well as financial effect on each other's
lives. It's important to
choose a roommate wisely
and to be a good roommate
yourself.
1)

lationships.
2)

There are state and local laws
which define the tenant/land-'
lord relationship, but there are
none governing roommate re- 3)

You may choose your own
roommates, or you may share
an apartment with a roommate
you don't know. In any case,
it's a very good idea to ask the
landlord for individual leases
with individual security deposits.
REMINDER: If you sign a
lease with the words, "joint
and several liability" - that
means you and any remaining roommates-will be responsible for the entire rent
if any or all of your roommates move out.
If you are looking for a room-

Smoking: Will smoking be
permitted in the apartment?

F) Parties: How often, when, how
many people, and how late?
G) Personal belongings: Will any
personal things be shared clothing, CDS, food, toothpaste, cleaning supplies?
H)

Bills: How will the utility
bills be divided? In whose
name are the utilities? TIP:
Each roommate should put
one utility in his or her name.

I)

Consider a roommate written
agreement - available from
Off-Campus Programs-1051
Rosenwald Building or found
in the sample documents section of this handbook.

Roommate Disagreements
1)

Compromising, sticking it out,
or finding a new roommate can
be very disagreeable and difficult. Try to make your agreements on matters like those
above before you sign a lease.

2)

Best Advice - work it out, •
quickly, one-on-one with your
roommate. You will be surprised to see how fast small
problems can turn into big ']
ones. Make a written roommate agreement and post it on
the refrigerator.

3)

For serious problems - those
that might threaten your ,
health or safety or deprive
you of your right to use the
apartment... it's still up to
you.
*
A) Ask your roommate(s) to
stop doing whatever is causing the problem.
B) Offer to work out a solution.
C)If that doesn't work, docu-;
ment the problems in your
rental log. Record dates and
what was said or what hap-«
pened.
D) Write a letter to your roommate. Document the prob- >
lems and what you did to |
resolve them. Present the
letter to your roommate in
person and keep a copy.
Ask for an end to the unacceptable behavior. If the
situation continues or worsens, you will have a record
of your efforts to do something about it.
E) Go to the University Counseling Center and ask for
mediation.
F) Let the landlord know about
the problems. Send the
landlord a letter describing
the problem and request
help in resolving it. If the
landlord responds, you will
have help. If the landlord
ignores the letter, it may.
make it more difficult forj
him or her to take action
against you if you are forced
to move out. Again, send it j
by certified mail and keep a
copy.
G)If your roommate has vio-J
lated the terms of the lease,
and you have documented
it; you can ask the landlord^
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BERMUDA
Am*
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RUN
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Bermuda
un is the only apartment
complex in Statesboro that offers
floor plans featuring private baths
for each 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms.
Our on-site management team is
without
equal
and
all
maintenance calls are responded
to quickly and professionally. Our
friendly office staff is always
happy to serve you, while our
courtesy officers add a level of
comfort that makes Bermuda Run
simply the best. Come by to tour
an apartment or visit us on the
web at www.theboro.com

i

rmyia

iP.

IMJF IMP

• Private Bathrooms for 2, 3, and 4
Bedrooms
• Free membership to South Georgia
Fitness
• Free overnight movie rentals
• Courtesy officer staff
• Individual Leases
• Furnished with full size washer &
dryer, microwave, oven, dishwasher,
and fridge
• Planned social events
2 community pools
Roommate matching service
Full size basketball and sand
volleyball courts
• On-site management and maintenance
• Community Advisor program that
links Bermuda Run to GSU

un o Stait©sb)©r©„ ®A 30458

(912) (S81»§994
to® r m y dl i ® f r© n II ® rn @t „ irn at
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ir Garden District is a unique community that
%blends the tun and fresh lestyie of New Orleans, with its
popular French Quarter architecture, and the convenience of
)eing right here in Stasesboro.

o
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•Experience the feel of community with
i icighiijorhood restaurants and small shops
* Experience the pleasure of a private balcony
or a quiet garden patio
• Experience the convenience of name brand
appliances including clothes washer & dryer
• Experience rapid internet access through
'state of the art" communication services
• Experience the security of 24 hour on-site
courtesv officers
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17931 Highway 67 South * Statesboro, GA 30458
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A GoodCents
Community

2 BEDROOM
2 BATH $660
3 BEDROOM
3 BATH $900
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Georgia Southern University
Community Advisor Program

Community Advisors make life
off-campus a part of campus life...
Statesboro Place
urn Clul
Stadium Walk
Seasons
Eagle Creek Townhouses
Towne Club
Players Club
Willow Bend
Bermuda Run
Hawthorne & Greenbriar
JR. C4LJL i\ JL m.C-H^^%»^

Lease before Spring Break for the Best Selection
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H)Finally, if a roommate
threatens or assaults you, or
steals your belongings - Call
911. Get a police report for
documentation and stay
overnight with a friend.

REMINDER: Both parties
have the right to say, "no
deal" prior to signing the
lease.
6)

1)

A) Talk to the roommate.
B) Call her or his parents, if
you know them, and explain
the situation.
2)

D) Keep the landlord informed, as above.

Leases and Rental
Agreements

3)

The property and address.
The time period - beginning
and ending dates.

Name and address of the landlord or agent.

Rules for payment of rent, behavior, damages.
Utilities - who pays for what
services.
Methods of termination prior
to expiration.
Signatures of all parties.
5)

Ask questions; make sure you
understand the terms of the

2)

Have all electrical, plumbing,
heating and air conditioning
maintained in safe working order.

3)

Be supplied with reasonable
amounts of heat and hot water
at all times, unless the heating
or hot water unit is within the
tenant's exclusive control and
is supplied by a direct public
utility connection.

4)

4)

Miscellaneous landlord/tenant
relationships.

1)

2)

4)

A) Keep the premises safe and
sanitary.
B) Dispose of all garbage properly.

D) Do no damage to the property.
E) Pay rent when due.

Safe, quiet habitability.
There are some legally acceptable, legitimate reasons for
leaving before your lease expires. For example, the apartment has been damaged by
fire, or the landlord is not in
compliance with the rental
agreement. It is a good idea to
consult a lawyer in order to determine what type of notice
you should give.

5)

If you are able to negotiate an
amicable lease breaking, you
and the landlord should sign a
written statement of release.
See the sample documents section of this handbook for a
copy of a release statement.
If you are unable to obtain a
written release, place an advertisement in the campus newspaper or in the vacant property
listings in the Off-Campus

If everything else fails, sublease your unit if your landlord
agrees. You may have to accept less than the amount of
rent you are obligated for, and
you will still be responsible for
damages and unpaid rent if
your sub-letter fails to live up
to the terms of the rental agreement. Sub-leasing should be
your last resort, but may be
your only choice if the supply
of rental property exceeds the
demand.

Security Deposits
1)

Landlords usually require a security deposit at the time the
lease is signed. The deposit is
normally equal to one month's
rent. Remember, if you sign a
lease in April for September
occupancy, you must submit a
reservation deposit, or, possibly, a security deposit at the
time the lease is signed. A security deposit is not the same
as the last month's rent and
usually may not be applied to
rent due under the lease terms.
Security deposits are normally
refundable, however, either in
full or in part depending on the
condition of your unit at moveout.

2)

In some leases, there will be a
cleaning deposit in addition to
the security deposit. It is to
your benefit to know if the
cleaning deposit is refundable
or non-refundable. If it is nonrefundable, it must be stated as
such in the lease. If it does not
say, "refundable" or "non-refundable", ask for clarification
in writing as part of the lease
agreement.

You should send a certified letter to the landlord giving notice that you intend to break
your lease. It is wise at this
point to go in and talk to your
landlord. She or he may have
another tenant ready to move
in and will not be concerned
about your leaving.

3) In other cases, the landlord
may want to be compensated
for the trouble of re-renting the
unit. It may be easier and more
pleasant to offer a portion of
your security deposit in settlement of any costs incurred by
your leaving before the end of
the lease.

You are expected to:

C) Use plumbing and electrical fixtures properly.

6)

Breaking the Lease

Separate Leases.

C) Generally, if one roommate
moves out, the landlord can
fill that space without consulting the remaining roommates.

Monthly payments - payable in
advance.

Other lease elements:

Joint and several liability - this
means that any one roommate
can be held responsible for the
actions of any or all other
roommates.

B) The landlord may evict one
roommate without evicting
all of them.

The total rent.

4)

Know the name and address of
the landlord or agent to whom
notices are sent.

A) Makes an arrangement basically the same as tenants
in separate apartments in the
same building.

Key Elements of the Lease:

Deposits - amount and type, refundable or non-refundable.

Access to the property should
be spelled out in the lease.
Normally the lease will specify
a stated period of reasonable
notice. The landlord may enter without notice only in case
of an emergency unless otherwise specified in the lease.

C) If one roommate moves out,
the total monthly rent remains the same, and the remaining roommates are responsible for paying it.

_Especially the fine print_

3)

1)

B) All roommates can be
evicted if one roommate
fails to pay the rent.

READ THE LEASE!
READ THE LEASE!
READ THE LEASE!
You are entering into a legal,
binding agreement. Be familiar and comfortable with all
provisions of the lease before
signing it.

Tenant Rights

A) Any or all roommates can
be sued to recover the damage done by one roommate.

1) The three most important
things about a lease are:

2)

Keep your copy of the lease
where you are sure you can
find it - in your rental log.

Housing office offering to
lease your unit for the same
rent you are now paying.
When people call, show them
the property, but tell them that
any rental agreement has to be
worked out with the landlord.
Ask them to contact the landlord directly about renting the
unit. Keep a list of all potential tenants who appear to be
suitable and express an interest in renting your unit. Write
a letter to the landlord with a
copy of your list of potential
replacement tenants.

The tenant has the right to:

Landlord Rights

4) Roommates who don't pay.

C) Write the parents a letter
stating how much is owed
in rent and utilities.

F) Abide by any other provisions of the lease.

lease. Have a parent or other
responsible person read it.

to evict the problem roommate. There are risks involved with this approach,
including the option that the
landlord may evict all
roommates.

Inspections
1)

Move-in inspection. Many
apartment complexes have preprinted inspection forms; some
do not. In any case, it is recommended that you and the
landlord walk through the
rental unit before you move in.
Write down any damage or
problems you see on a sheet of
paper, and both you and the
landlord should sign and date
it. Your unit should be clean
when you move in. If it isn't,
ask the landlord to have it
cleaned or make an adjustment
in your first month's rent to
offset the cost of cleaning it.

2)

Move-out inspection. After
you have moved your belongings out and cleaned the unit,
you and the landlord should
again walk through the property and inspect for any damage for which you are responsible, or any additional cleaning which the landlord wants
you to perform. Write these
items down on a sheet of paper and have a copy of the
move-in inspection report with
you to ascertain that you are
responsible for any damage
found. At this point you may
be able to rectify a disagreement which could cause you to
lose a portion of your security
deposit. If you and the landlord agree on the damage and
cleaning items, both of you
should sign the list, and indicate which items you will be
permitted to clean or repair before turning the premises back
over to the landlord. At the
time you return the keys to the
landlord, give him or her your
forwarding address where the
security deposit can be mailed
(see sample documents section
of this handbook), and keep a
copy of your move-in and
move-out inspections.

Get involved at GSU!
The Division of
Student Affairs provides
opportunities for all students to get involved in
campus organizations and
activities. Here are a few
examples — there are
many more ways to get
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involved.
Campus Recreation and
Intramurals
The leisure-time
activities that Campus
Recreation and Intramurals
(CRI) provides for students
positively affect their
mental and physical wellbeing. CRI enhances
personal fitness levels,
reduces stress, and develops interpersonal relationships among teammates
and competitors. Taking
advantage of CRTs services is easy. All you need
is your GSU ID card. No
experience is required to
participate. All CRI employees are trained to assist
students in gaining the
maximum benefits from
recreational activities.
Each quarter CRI produces
a pocket calendar with

facility hours, trips, intramural sports, and other
pertinent information.
Pocket calendars may be
obtained from any CRI
facility or the CRI office,
located upstairs in the
Recreation and Activities
Center (RAC).
Career Services
The Office of Career
Services assists students from all
academic areas in entering the
professional employment market.
In addition to the highly visible
on-campus recruiting program
that attracts well over 100
employers from Georgia and
throughout the southeast, Career
Services offers a wide variety of
programs and resources to equip
students for a successful job
search. Professional staff are
available to advise students and
lead workshops on such topics as
preparing a resume, effective
interviewing techniques, and
general job search strategies.
Special career days attended by

Student Interest Form
Please print all information requested and return this form to the
Office of Campus Outreach Programs. PO Box 8063, Rosenwald
Building room 1051.
Name
BOX
Student ID #_
phone

Tele-

Please check all activities in which you are interested and would
like information.
CRI_
SOAR

Greek Life
Multicultural Programs.
Russell Union Programs
Volunteer Ser-

employers from business and
industry, health/human services,
education, and government are
planned throughout the year. A
comprehensive resource collection of books, periodicals, video
tapes, and employer literature is

COLLECTAf3L.ES

9384 Hwy. 301 South (6 miles from GSU)
Nascar Items, Diecast Cars, Apparel,
Jewelry, and More

Mon-Sat 9-6

PO

681-6112

available for students to research
not just career fields and jobs, but
employing organizations as well.

Greek Life
As a GSU student,

you have the opportunity
to become involved in one
of the best universities and
in a strong, vibrant Greek
community. Since 1968,
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Greek letter organizations
at Georgia Southern have
been a core component of
the campus community.
Currently, 27 organizations
comprise Southern's Greek
family.
FraternitiesSororities
Alpha Tau Omega
Delta Tau Delta
Kappa Alpha Order
Kappa Sigma
Omega Psi Phi, Inc.
Phi Beta Sigma, Inc.
Phi Delta Theta
Pi Kappa Alpha
Pi Kappa Phi
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Chi
Sigma Nu
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Pi
Tau Kappa Epsilon

Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Kappa Alpha, Inc
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Xi Delta
Delta Sigma Theta, Inc.
Kappa Delta
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Phi Mil

Sigma Gamma Rho, Inc
Zeta Phi Beta, Inc.
Zeta Tau Alpha

Membership in one of
these Greek letter organizations provides a unique
balance of leadership,
academics, philanthropy,
and social opportunities to
make the most of your
college years.
Office of Multicultural
Programs
The Office of
Multicultural Programs
(OMCP) was established in
January 1994 and is visible
evidence of Georgia Southern University's recognition that diversity has a
significant role in our
society. Georgia Southern
is a diverse community
composed of individuals
and groups from various
racial, ethnic, and cultural
identities. The OMCP is
committed to educating the
GSU community about
issues pertaining to diversity. As GSU approaches
the 21st Century, it finds
itself becoming an increasingly multicultural community of students, faculty,

and staff representing all
50 states, 70 different
countries, and a wide
variety of ethnic and
religious groups. The
OMCP sponsors Black
Awareness Month,
Women's Awareness Week,
Diversity Week, and Religious Diversity Week. The
OMCP is located in the
Rosenwald Building,
Room 2034.
Russell Union Programs
The Fielding D. Russell
Union provides a wide variety of
programs and services to enhance
the out-of-classroom experiences
of students, faculty, and staff.
Through its various boards,
committees, and staff, the Union
provides cultural, social, and
recreational programs aiming to
make free-time activity a cooperative factor with study in education. The Union facilities support
many outstanding programs
including: Homecoming Board,
Miss GSU Scholarship Pageant,
Student Government Association,
and Union Productions.

Office of Volunteer Service
The Office of Volunteer Service at Georgia
Southern offers students
excellent opportunities for
career exploration through
hands-on professional level
experience while addressing existing social issues
and community needs.
Interaction with campus
and community programs
allows students to focus
awareness on the benefits
of voluntarism. Volunteer
service promotes the
concept of service learning, provides networking,
and resume-building
through personal action.
The office is located in
Rosenwald 1051. Phone
871-1435.

Checklist for Smart Tenants
You will want to get your questions answered before you sign your lease. Here are some
possible questions to ask the property manager or current residents.

LEASE
□ How much is the rent per month? What day of the month is the rent due? What
day is it late? Do weekends and university holidays count? Is there a late charge
if you pay your rent after the due date? What is it? How is it calculated?
□ Can the rent be increased any time during the lease?
□ What is the term or length of the lease?
□ How much advance notice must you give if you wish to renew your lease?
□ What are the requirements for a full refund of your security deposit?
□ Is subleasing permitted? Under what conditions?
□ Who pays for water and sewer? Trash removal?
□ Who do you call for repairs or emergencies?
□ Is there a non-refundable cleaning or maintenance fee? How much is it?
□ Are pets allowed? If so, is there a pet deposit? How much is it? Is it refundable?
□ Does the property offer individual leases?
□ Are there rules and regulations for residents in the lease?
SECURITY
□ Does the building have a security system?
□ Is there a security patrol? 24 hours? At night? On weekends?
□ Does the complex have adequate outdoor lighting?
□ Does the front door have a dead bolt lock? A peephole?
□ What happens if you lose your key? Is there a charge for making a new one?
□ Is there a working smoke alarm? A fire extinguisher?
□ Are your street address and apartment number clearly marked?
□ Is a fire exit plan posted conspicuously? Do doors and windows open easily?
FIXTURES AND APPLIANCES
□ Are the kitchen appliances clean and in good working condition?
□ Is the air-conditioning and heating system in good working condition?
□ Are the carpet and walls clean?
□ Do all the bathroom fixtures work? Toilet, faucets, sink, tub, shower?
□ Is there adequate water pressure?
□ Do the windows lock? Are there window screens?
□ Is there a working doorbell?
AMENITIES
□ Will the apartment be big enough for all the tenants?
□ Is there adequate closet space?
□ Are there ceiling fans? Do they work?
□ How far are grocery and convenience from the apartment?
□ Is there a yard? Who is responsible for maintaining it?
□ Are the recreation facilities and clubhouse well-maintained?
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CONFUSED... Where to Live?
It's Simple... At Willow Bend,
Life Just Keeps Getting Better.
mHmBBmmm

4 Bedroom 3 Bath Townhouses
4 Bedroom 2 Bath Flats
Individual Leases
Private balconies/Patios
Washer &-Dryer in Unit
All Electric Kitchen

• Gold's Gym Membership
Included
• On Site Management
• On Site Security
• Olympic Size Swimming
Pool
• Sand Volleyball Court
• Tennis Court
• Basketball Court
• Outdoor Barbeque Sc Party
Area

■

Conveniently LocatedWalking distance to
GSU-& Paulson Stadium

Community Advisor Activities
Sponsored
by Management.
1

Eagle Realty & Investment Company
Stadium View
Eagles Court
Specializing in One and Two Bedroom
Furnished Apartment

'

1822 Chandler Road
Statesboro, Georgia
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PLAYERS CLUB

APARTMENTS

UM PLAYERS CLUB
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Folly Equipped Fitness Center
Clubhouse w/ Large Screen TV
Swiniminig Pool
Planned Social Activities
<2, 3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments

•
•
•
•
•

Tennis & Basketball Courts
Washers Sc Dryers
Sand Volleyball
Private Decks ■.& Patios
Roommate Matching Service

710 Georgia Avenue
Statest>oro, GA 30458
(912) 871-6501
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